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I 

OF PRICES OF PRIMARY DUC'.PS 

SUPP CE 

I. Introduction 

1. The Bank Staff Study on Supplementary Financial easures vas 
forwarded to the U.N. Secretary- Gen ral in Dec ber 1965 as forming "the 
basi for a f. asible solution to a problem of major importance", in response 
to a Recownendation of UNCTAD I vhich requested the Bank to study th feasi
billt;r of a scheme which 'should aim to deal with problems arising from ad
verse V1 ents in export proc eds which pro to be of a nature and duration 
which cannot adequatel be dealt with by short-term balance of' payments sup
port" and, it ppropriate, to wor: out a sch e. This paper gives a re e 
ot the discussions that have taken place so tar in UNCT.AD I and UNCT.AD II, 
and in the Inter- governmental Group set up by UNCTAD on Supplementary J'inrmce, 
describes the main el nts of the scheme proposed by the Bank Staff, as vell 
as the critical c ents ade, L~d points out the relationship of Supple en
tary Finance to C odity Arrangement • 

2. The next session of the Inter-governmental Group, to be h ld 
during Jun 23 - July 4, 1969, is expected to finalize its Report, which 
vould then be conside d by the rad and Development Board of' UNCTAD at 
its e sion during A t 26- Septe ber 12, 1969. 

3. This paper suggests a possible course of' action that the Bank 
l:light tak on s pl ntar-j' finance in connection vi th the c di ty tuey 
purs'U8l'lt to the Rio esolution. 

II. .:;R;.::e..;:;c==e;:;;n:;;.da.=t;::.;i:::.;o::..:n;.;;_;:o::..:f;:.......;UN;;.;;l;;..;;CT=AD:;:;;;.....=..I 

4. In his statement at tmCTAD I on April 6, 1?64, the Head of the 
United Kingdom d legation , the Rt. Bon. Edvard Heath • coi:l!llended the stabili-
zation of c odity pric s and supplementary financial assistance ong 
th key points before the Conference. On supplementary tina.ncia.l assistance 
he had is to sey: uwe cogui ze that bal ce- of-payments problems mey 
arise in developing countries which call tor special ceasures or assistance. 
Sb falls in the e ort earnings of less developed countries~ such as ha 
occurred tr ti to ti in co odi ty trade, can be disruptive of develop-

nt. The Int rnational netary Fund offers certain facilities to meet the 
short- term effect of' such falls. • .• !iowever, there is a risk th t development 

be disru ted as a result of longer term adverse move ents in xport re-
c ipts. In the distribution of the id vhich we in the developed countries 

c available, wh t er bilater 1 or multilateral, ve should perhaps take 
account of' these risks • " 

5. Rec endation A.IV.l8 of the Conference on SupplementarJ Financial 
• asures (Annex A) • the result of the initiative te.k n by the U.K. and 

Swedish d leg tions , v ado ted by 106 vote to none, vi tb ten abstentions 
(USSR d ot..'l.er Socialist CoWltries). The ecom:mendation requested the World 
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to stud:y the feasibility ot a ac which " hould ai to deal with 
robl arising ad: rse 110 ents in export proc eels which prove to be 

ot a natur or duration which c not adectuatel.y 'be dealt with 'by short-term 
bal. ce ot p nta support", d, it propriate, to work out uch a s 

adverse O"'il ent vas detin as a 'shortfall tram reasonable exp ctationa". 
The purpose vas nto pro'fi long r-te assistance to develophag co tries 
which would help th to &'¥ id disruption to their deTelopm nt progr " 
Th rec ndation waa de recognizing that "ad rae mo ents in the x-
port proceeds ot developing countries can be disruptive ot devel nt", 
and noting that "the can e &Tailable balan e ot pa; ent a port to 
help t the short-term effect ot horttall.a in export proceeds". A tralia 

ile -.oting in favor ot the propo al tor studies u to the teasi'b111ty of 
auppl tary finance, expresaed reservations about the desi bility ot 
tinaneial easures as s o dee.l.ing with long-term shortfalls in xport 
receipts. ce, vhil vo in in favor ot the Rec ndation • did not 
accept the principle ot what they termed long-term compensation ot fluctua
tions in export earnings; in its rtev, the ree.1 ol.ution was in the organi
zation o-r primary produce mark ta, permitting th ntenance ot stable and 
remunerative prices • 

6. The Recommendation represented a conaen us to which both deTeloped 
et con countries and deTeloping countries subscribed. 'f.here vas 

another draft resolutio apo so d by tourte n developing countey delega-
tions. ommendation A.IV.l8 incorporates both, as separate parts. It is 
in response to the tirst part oft e Re ndation that the World Bank. 
St tt proposed a Sch e 'for S pl ntary inance • to et the probl ot 
une eetcd short-falls that are potentially di .. rupt1Ye ot a developing coun-
try' a development ettorts. e basic a: proach of the World Bank Statt pro-
posal 1 outlin d in par raph 7-8 below. The Start proposal was cireulat d 
to the Board in ov iber 1965 ,!f and as forwarded to the U.N. in December 
1965 as forming "the b is tor a te ible solution to a proble of ajor 

ortance". Since th n, discussion has been toe ed on this in UNCTAD 
bodies and outside. 

7. The Staff Study proceeds on the pre ise that it is d sirable 
to provide countries, alre short ot 'foreign exchange because of their 
efforts to peed up the process of develop ent, with a ready' source of long
term assistance to enable th to maintain agreed development progr in 
the tace ot unforeseen adverse export mov nts that are beyo d their con-
trol. It is important under the Bank Staff Sch th t the developm nt 
progr s and policies be internationally disc s d and agreed. Thus, the 
Scheme seeks to sure prompt assistance - sistance that would be supple-

ntary to d not substitute tor alrea.d;y ex1 ting forms of aid. While 
there is no implication that ere should be binding c it ents with 
respect to basic develop nt sistance over a period, it 1s to be ex ct d 
that the care:rul examination ot deftlo nt progr "' internationally would 
taci 1i tate th :t'lows ot develop nt capital. 

8. In order to avail itself ot this facility, a country would have 
to enter into an initial und rstanding vi th the administering agency as to 

1/ R/65/174: Bov ber 15, 1965. 
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what might b regarded a.s reason hle expectations tor exports during a period 
covered by the country • s development program and as to certain key pects 
of its development program 8lld policies. (The need tor e.nd feasibility ot 
export projections are consi4 red later.) The designated international 
agency would be renewing the perfOrmance ot the countey periodie&ll)-", to 
judge whether the cozt17's perlo ce ia aatis1'aetory enough tor it to be 
elif!lible tor assistance trom the Sch e. A ahorttall trcm reason ble 
expectations ot export earnings (as specitied in an agreed xport projection) 
occurring in a countr.r vhich has been tolloving the agreed policy under-

t dings can be assuned '\a be beyond its control. This obviate a ti e
consuming study o'f the causes and consequences of such shortfall at the time 
it occurs. The Schme vould be a means ot providing peedy assistance at 
the time ot need, vithout being an automatic one, because it provides tor 
judgments by th Agency. Tbus , the Schem doe deal vi th the problem ot un
certainty but makes a clear distinction between certainty and automaticity. 

III. eport ot the Inter-gove ental Group to tJNCTAD II 

9. An Inter-governmental Group on Supplementary Financing !/ vas 
established by the Trade and Development Board in September 1966, to ex-

ine the Bank Statf Scheme and to submit a report (with such modifications 
to the Scheme as it might consider appropriate) as a eans of achieving 
the objective set out in Part A of Recommendation A. IV .18 ot the first 
Conference. Bank staff members participated in these deliberations as 
technical experts. At its third session held from October 30 to November 13, 
1967 ~ the Group adopted its Report which vas forwarded direct to tJUCT.AD II. 
The general assessment of the Group given in this Report was as follows: 
"A tev rn.embers have stated that, in Tiew of unresolved questions ot some 
importance {and vithout prejudging the question whether the objectives 
et out in Recommendation A.IV.l8 should be achieved by a scheme with the 

ch racteristics of that of the IBRD staff or in other ways) • they are not 
as yet prepared to take a position. One ember expressed the view that the 
Scheme would not be either a timely or a genuine solution to the basic 
problem - the instability and inadequacy of the export proceeds of develop
ing countries - which in its opinion could only be dealt with efficaciously 
by a system of orga.ni zation of markets tor primary products. All other 
members ot the Group believe that, although a. number of questions, some 
o'f them irn.portant, require further consideration, the objective set out in 
Part A ot the Recommendation can be achieved bv a scheme with the essential 
characteristics of tlle IBRD Staff Scheme. 11 The developing countrie ' 
members of the Group prepared a joint statement of t.'l-teir views, strongly 
endorsing all the essential elements of the Bank Staff Scheme, which was 
also circulated as a document of UNCTAD II. 

IV. Sonle other Sugsestions 

10. Certain other proposals for avoiding the disruption of development 
progracs made in the course of the Group's deliberations are noted in the 

y 'lhe members of the Group were: Argentina, Brazil. Ceylon, Federal 
Republic of Germany, ance, Ghana, India, Japan, Poland, Sweden, U.A.R., 
U.K., u.s.A., and Yugoslavia.. There vas provision tor two Eastern 
Group countries; one remained vacant. 
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Report re:tened to &IK:Jwa 

e nt• repres ing 
that ot ~··-"'" ... 
UIC'tAD Rec 

(a) Und ron te tive ach voul4 operated on ad~ 
b is vi thout the need tor xport proJ etiona and an;y prior un rs ng 
on pol!~ matt rs • Under this auggestion al o, hOYe r,. a co try wishing 
to &Tail itse~t ot the sch is expected to undertake to consult fairly 
regul.arly vith the Agency administering aupplementary tinanc about its 
develo ent and economic pollcie . .As tor dete ining whether a decline 
in exports eonatitut d a shortfall trom reasonable expectatio ,. this vould 
be do e by the administering age ey....!.. ~on the basis of certain e tab-
liahed guidelines. Vhen a country eutters erioua horttall in export 
proceeds, the causes ot the shorttal.l are to be examined in a speed;y mann r,. 
and the o\Ult and conditions of tin cial as !stance are to b decided, 
t ing into acco t th need of the country (possible disruption of the 
development program), its general perto ance and all releYe.nt eire tances, 

vell as the availability of resource tor the Agency. There vould be 
close cooperation betw n the Agency and the Fund, possibly through a Joint 
Co:nmittee. The Joint Co itt would receive and consider applicati tor 
both COmpensatory financing and Supplementary financing. 

(b) Another suggested essentia.lly the refinancing of IMP' drawings. 
According to on suggestion, the Al!,ency ould exsn.ine, at the request ot 
the cotmtries, the economic situation and performance ot countries that had 
dravn f'rom the P'Und under Compe ator.r Financing Facility or had made 
ordinary Fund drawings to offset hortfalls of the se.me general character, 
so as to ascertain whether t!le count in question was making a re onably 
effective effort to promote its own economic development. The purpose of 
assistance under this sugge tion would be in effect to extend the period 
of repurchase of Fund drawings it the Agency too· the view that the ob~iga-
tion to repurchase threatened disruption ot its development progr A 
variant ot the suggestion as that the Agency would al.so be empowered to 
provide as iatance should a eountr.1' s entitlement to draw trom the Fund 
prove smaller than the amount of the shortfall. 

(c) The third is the proposal tor organization ot arkets. One 
representative argued that a pure!¥ financial olution to problems arising 
tr poor organization ot trade relations between industrialized and devel
o ing countries would tail. In his viev, an initiative vith respect to 
Supplementary inance would delay the work in the JPund and Bank in response 
to the Rio Resolution on Commodity Price Stabilization. 

V. Resolution ot UUCTAD II on the Subject 

11. In rch 1968, mtCTAD II ado ted the Resolution on Suppleaentar,y 
Financial .ea.aures by 70 votes to none, with 8 abstentions (Socialist 
Countri s) (Annex B). As recorded in the Report of the Second Conference , 
all representati v G ot LDC' s who participated in discussions in Co ttee III 
(the Committee of the Con!< renee that considered questions relating to 
Nnance) on this subject empha.S.ized the need tor a Supplementary Finance 
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seh e, and 1I1SJlY called tor early establishment of a scheme on the lin ot 
the Bank Starr Studir. The representatives of a developed market eeon~ 
countries also upported th jori ty asse s nt ot tthe Inter-gove ental 
Gro Repre entati ves ot a n her of other deTelo d arket econ coun
tries t however • had rese-nations about the Bank Start proposal; one ot th 
te1t that pl ntation of suppl ntar,y finance ight detract tram efforts 
to stablish eo ell ty a ta.bili zation agre nts . Sev ral re~ renee vere 

de to the Bank and d tudie in progre pursuant to the Resolution by 
t e Boards or Governors or the e institutions on tabillzation of prima.17 
co dity prices. 

12. The solution on Suppl entary Financial e urea adopted at 
UHCTAD II reattirm the obJective of the proposal for Suppl enta.ry inanci&l. 
~asure set out in A.IV. l8 of the irst Conterenc ; it states that any 

se e devised to et this need should "provide reasonable assurance of 
help to rot ct a country's de lopment plan or program against the rr. ct 
ot export s· orttalla •.• n It vas decided to continue the Inter-gove ental 
Group, suitab]¥ expanded~ and the Group is requested to a.tt t to resolve 
certain outstanding issues en rat d in the Resolution. The e are: 
{a) defini tio and ethod or ass s nt or reasonable expectations; (b) th 
scope ot policy underatanding .. ; (c) ures to be taken by beneficiary 
countries; (d) relationship between Sup le ntary Finance and the Fund's 
Compensatory Financing F cility. This paper covers each ot these issue , 

ng others. Denmark, speaki%18 on behalt ot the ordie countries • re
called that they had c e to the Conference with the hope that the principles 
el.aborated in the Bank Start Scheme and th lnter-gove ntal. Group Report 
would be accepted; they vould do verything :pos ible in the :tu.ture vork ot 
the Inter-go? rnm ntal Group to e this a reality. The "deep disappoint-

nt" ot the developing countries at lack of definitive progress vith respect 
to Suppl entary Finance at the Conf renee was e reseed by- Brazil and 
Ceylon speaking tor the developing countri s. 

VI. Present Stat 

13. e expanded I ter-go ental Group h 26 members .!f ~e 
tourth es ion - first one ot the expand d group - vas held in Geneva tram 
October 21 - 25, 1968, and was intended to be pr para.tory tor the next 
session to b he d during June 23- Uly 4, 1969. cording to the Resolu-
tio adopted by CTAD II, the next se ion is to conclude the work ot the 
Group, d th 11nal port ot the Gro would be con idered by the Trade 
and Develop ent Board t its ninth session during August 26 - September 12, 
1969. 'lbe Group has req1.11est d the UNCT.AD S cretarlat, the Bank Staff, and 
the d St tt to turnish additional teria.l and dvice. 

1/ Afghanistan, Argentin , Australia. Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Chad, Clli1e, 
Federal Republic ot Germany, J'rance , Gh a, India, Italy (Spain ill 1969) , 
Japan. Nigeria, Paldeten, Pol d, den, Switzerland, Tunisia, United 
Arab epublic, United ngd< or Great Britain and orthern Ireland. 
Unit4d States of rica, Ur uq, Vener.uela, Yugoslavia. 
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1\. ID e dia Inter- d a CTAD II. 
ritical. ts ,.re • o't t o certain 

- .. - .... t• ot e put torvard b7 1 t v d 
that the pollq d rat&ndings were likel.T to 1n't01Ye duplication vith the 
vork o~ other agencies and ight raiee difficulties tor recipient o tri s 
ot a political kind; that export proJections tor as long a 4 to 6 years 
could not be de vi th r 11 hili ty and could not fo the bash tor ftnancial 
claims ; that the cost estimates were not pr cise and seemed to envis e 
open-ended co itments -tor contributing countries; that the vas no pro
vision tor adequate coordination with the :Fund's Co pensatory Financing 
Facility. '!'here is alao the i ortant question ot how Su ple entary J'i 
tits into an overall or integrat d approach with respect to the c odity 
probl , and e oTerla.p, it any, betveen c di ty price stabilization ef-
forts and s pl ntary finance. These matters are de t with in the follow
in paragraph • 

VII. Poli ey Understanding 

15. With respect to the scope ot polic.r understandings, and the 
freq ncy ot consul tat ions, it was noted in the B k Sta:rt Study: "The 
precise nature and degr e ot detail ot such an understanding vould Tary 
considerably as ong countries • Continuing contact vould be aintained, 
moreover, betv en the adm.i nistering agency and the country throughout the 
plan period in order to provide the basis tor an assess ent of the extent 
to which th e.gr d crit ria of performance were currently being t'ultilled 
or needed adjustment in the light of changing eire tances". The "policy 
pac e.geu would have to be in broad macro-economic terms, including under
standing in particular about export earnings, public and private inTeatment 

d domestic savings; impl entation vould be lett to continuous vorking 
relations between a country and the Agency, made necessar.r in any case by 
the needs ot nearly all developing countries for external assistance, in
cluding assistance tro international financial institutions. The policy 
understanding vould not be confined to the export sector only, because the 
factors and pollci s affecting exports arise in all sectors of the econom:r. 
It vas emphasized by the Bank staff in the various eetings on the proposal 
that , in general, the policy understanding represents what country dis-
c ses with donor countries and international institutions about it devel-

ent program when it seeks basic development finance and that understand
ings o the e ttcrs were becoming ore common. Available data, experience 
and as es ents arising tro consortia and consultative group discussions, 
the work in the Wot"ld Bank Group and in the Fund. vere to be :tully util.ized. 
In eYaluating the develop ent programs of countries tor purposes ot supple-

ntary finance, the Ag ncy, 1 t separate, could avail 1 tsel:f especiall.y ot 
the xp rience ot the World Bank Gro Similarly, the Agency could avail 
itself' ot the ad:rice o:f the d on tters :falling vithin the tield ot the 
Fund's responsibilities. 

16. A multilateral institution, like the World Bank Group, while con-
cerned with the obtaining and allocation of its resources, has a vid r 
perspective, i.e. the 1m roved rtorms.nce ot developing country in the 
mobilization and .effective use ot its resources, dot:leatic and external. 
Given this broad tramevork ot approach, howeTer, there cannot be uni~ormi ty 
tor all countries • One or another aspect ay haTe to be considered in depth 
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depending on the 1 tuation ot a particular country. It :y be t1 cal :tters 
in o e case; in another, the working ot public enterprises. In a third, it 
may be the foreign exchange chanism. In considering and evaluating per
formance, tlexibili ty is essential, seeking the crucial or key elements tor 
a given country, in certain sit tion. o one will argue, tor ex ple, 
that onetary or tiscal policies can be tixed over t e. In any case, not 
all eventualities can be visualized at this tage; procedures would have to 
evolve in the light of actual experience. Above all, policy understandings 
would be predicated on and involw utual cooperation and contacts between 
a ember country and the a.dmin1steril'l8 agency. A c rtain cont'idence in 
international agencies , created d run by governments, is needed by both 
developed and developing countri s to enable them to i"unction etfecti v ly, 
especially in assessing economic pertormanc • 

17. After extensive disc sions within the tr evork ot UBCCL'AD and 
other-wise, the developing countries have co to accept by and large the 
underlying purposes ot policy understandings and the manner they vould be 
arrived at and implemented, hatever their initial l'llisgivings mey h v& been. 
Thus, tor the first t e, the need for performance evaluation and c t-

nts thereon on the basis of internation&l consultations, so 1 ortant in 
the field of develo~nt finance and urged so long by the donor co tri , 
came to be disc sed openly, and a certain approach was formulated to vhich 
the LDC's have indicated willingness in principle to subscribe. The con
elusion ot the Inter-govern%!1ental Gro on policy understanding in its 
Report of No ber 1967, express s eneral agre nt "that a policy under-
tanding should be part of the Sch e", and ''it as generally agreed that 

consultations ight be broadly along the lines of tho e conducted by inter
ational tinanei ins itutions". 

VIII. !.;xport Projections 

18. A te ture ot the Scb propo ed by the Bank Staff is an under-
standing between the administering agency and the country on an export 
projection tor a period oy r which the country has formulated a developm nt 
progr 'I'be export projection indic t the t ot foreign exch&n8e 
vhieh the country reasonably ass e will be available from its export 
in each year ot this period. The projections are based on informed u-
s tiona r ard.ing vorld tr d velop enta , and o th understanding that 
certain e tic policies would be followed. An export projection 1s a 
~ of utilizing available into ation co bined with the ost plausible 

assumptions about the tuture eire tances in order to estimate :tuture export 
earnings on which to base a developm nt progr It is 1 portant to 
diatinguieh such proj ctiona tr predictions of what will in tact oce\11" 
in the tuture. Renee it is not a valid crltiei to point out that pro
jections turn out to be 'wrong' in y particular case. In tact,. it every 
proj etion wer to pro 'right' , i.e. if it were an accurate prediction, 
a sche e to handle unforeseen short-tall would not be needed. Tb.e essen
tial point relates to the det'ense ot a d velo nt program tram deviations 
in earnings trom anticipated exports on the basis ot which the program had 
been t'orm.ulated -- a viewpoint tully 1n cord with the original Ui CTAD 
Resolution. 



19. Sue ro.1ectio ~ together vi th o r 1 t 
xchange &Yailabili "t7, vould. be qui red b;y d ..-eloping co tri c:-

ti w ot au pl entary finance, in or r to judge t e t 
l nt program • Elcport proj cticms are built 

gr in o va;rs: the develo nt rogr contain commi ts t rta11l 
policy actions on which the projections are based, e pec1ally in export 
pol1e1es; the develo ent program in turn is b ed on the export proJection 
and ia tested tor f'inancial. feasibility o the basi of antici :ted export 
earnings and oth r source of development finance. 

20. In suggesting a tive-year proJection period, to coincide with th 
normal length or a development plan, limitations of Tail hl techniq • 
ot proJection over that long a period vere recogniz d. However, todq t 
developing countries are accustoJ.ned to making export projection to provide 

be.sb on hich investment programs can be built. 'nl.e Bank Statt' s con
siderable experience in thi field suggests that such tive-year projections 
are practical. The quality or projections can~ ot course, be improved by 
sharpening analytical tools and strengthening the basis tor technical judg
ments, and this i being ttempted in the World Bank in any case. However, 
v atever the improvement in projection techniques • thi would not liminate 
the proble of unexpected shortfalls because unpredictable changes in a 
country's export situation and i the world eon~ will continue to take 
plac • 

21. The question has been raised relating to the d sira.bili ty of 
periodic revisions, s~. every year or every tvo years. The viewpoint 
in the Bank Staff Stua;r is th ;t during the operation of a deTe~opm.ent plan, 
the underlying export projection should not be subject to revision except 
when changed conditions justify a major readjustment of the investment pattern 
and ot the developtnent stra.tegy, because investment calculations must be 
based on export projections. 'Whether or not such major readjustment i 
req_uired ould be determined in con ultations between the Agency and the 
country concerned. Revisions in export projections would be made vhen the 
d velolX!ent progran i tselt has to be reformulated due to circumstances 
other than an export shortfall auch as a fundamental change in export 
prospects, jor change in developm nt aid, etc. During discussions, a 
consensus has been emerging that a rough mid-te reviev of the development 
program might be appropriate; this would also make it possible to review 
export projection as well as incre e their reliabili t'J. This can be 
reconciled with the Bank Staff view in that such a reTiev would help to 
defend development progrB.lllS in an 'orderly' way; one can see then what can 
be done to raise ore resourc a -- d e tic and external -- and also evalu
ate the changes 1 export outlook oore precisely, and act accordingly. 

IX. Cost Estim tes 

22. Given an agreed projection ot export proceeds on which the coun-
try's development program is based, the tinancio.l assistance which a country 
c n expect from the Scheme in the event of an export shortfall m~ be d ter
mined by comparing the actual export with the projected exports. The idea 
i put for'llard in the Scheme that such financial assistance should be related 
to the amount of shortfa.l.ls -- the amounts by which actual exports fall 
short ot projected exports in particular years -- net ot "overages", i.e. 
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the ounts by which actual exports xc ed projected 
within the a e planning period. 

orta in other y a.ra 

23. In the Bank Staff Stud;y, a ai ul :tion exercise vas carried out, 
comparing rchandiae export projections tor individual countri aade 'b7 
the Bank start tor various p riods with the act export earnings ot the 

e cowtriea in the corresponding years. 'Global' gross shortfalls v r 
derived troD this • 0vel'88e and drawing der the I 's Compensatory 
P1 ci J'acili t:r we all.oved tor . en, a ., ral other adJ ents were 

de to arrive at an estimate that would indicate the financing r quire
nta ot the Agency. 'l'hey were the n ber ot d veloping eo trie lik ly 

to utilize the Sch in the initial y ars , the like];( impro nt in the 
thodologr and uae ot xport projections compared to the periods ot 

the ation exercise, the ext nt to which the de"Yeloping countri s would 
be expected to t shorttalls on th ir own and, tina.l..l7, th possible 
co tribution to eet xport shortt&lls trom. ources ot finance other th 
the ens :tory Facil.ity. Under the Suppl nta.ry Finane Sch , a 
denloping cowtry is expected to meet the problem ot an unexpected export 
shortfall to some extent with ita own ans, which include the use of an 
part of its foreign exchange reserves d internal adJ ents in-rolving 
a reduction 1n d and tor to reign exchan e. It is understood that these 

e ur s could be undertak n in n ber ot cases without disrupting the 
develop ent ettort in vhich the countey v engaged. Although the extent 
to which each individual country could do so would vary trom case to ease, 
an :ttempt vas made to assess the prob ble order of itude or the ettort 
which ight be considered reasonable when all developing countri s e 
grouped together. 

24. Given the nature ot the probl , it not possible to quantity 
these factors in any exact wa;y. On th other hand, to estimate even the 
rough order ot magnitude ot the o t ot resources needed to run the Agency 
during an initial period, it vas n eessary to attribute some orders ot magni
tude to the different taetora ntioned abo? • On this basis, it was estimated 
that an annual a..-erage o~ 300 - 400 llion tor the initial t1 ve y ars 
would ha~ to be con red by the .Agency administering Supplement ry Finance. 
It vas phasized in the Stud,y that th quantification ot .tinancial require-
ent and ot the n.rious tactors inYOlved ro ; no precise calculations 

were po sible b ca e the Sch e was novel and historical data were only 
uaetul in helping to judge magnitudes but were by no eans c rtain indi
cators. The intent to arrive t an timate ot finance tor the Scheme 
vi th vhieh the Sche might ree.sonably be xpected to operate succ sa tully 
in the initial period, tbr the purp e set out in the Recommendatio • 

25. In the course ot disc sions in the Inter-governmental Group, the 
cost estimates turnished in the Statt Study were questioned on the 
gro da that the underlying 4ta did not take into account experiene in 
more recent years; that the difference bet een stimated xport shortfalls 
and th cost estimate vas large; and that the Scheme se d to be an open
ended one, and claims might pron to be larger than the cost estimates pro
'rid~d tor. 

26. Hovever. the conclusion ot the Inter-go~r ental Group on costs 
reads: "It was wid ly agr ed that the estimate ot $300-$400 million per 
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year ot the World Bank Statt provided the basis for arrirlng at a tigure 
Vith which the Scb e ght r &sonably b exp cted to operate aucces•tull-7 
in the initial period." During the discussions in th Group, it cle rl;y 
merged that a sch e ot this kind could, however, not be open-ended. It 

had to envisage a tixed tund that vas considered adequate and reasonable~ 
and, there tore, the possi bill t;y of rationing had to be kept in ind. 'l'tle 
Bank Staff' agreed with this view. 

27. The Bank Statt had nov examined the cost estimates again, taking 
into account also avail ble data tor more recent years, i.e. up to 1967, as 
requested by the Inter-go"rernmental Group. There is now a much longer period 
(ll years) tor which data re available. Using the method described above 
in para. 23, the Bank Statt nov estimate the tinnncial requirements at 
$250 mn.- $300 mn. per ann\n tor f'ive years. As recommended by the Inter
goverruaenta.l Group, a tixed tund could be set up (partly in cash contribu-
tions and the rest as a rc dily available line or credit vas indicated 
in the original study by the Bank Statt and referred to during discussions 
in the Inter-governmental Group), and the Agency entrusted with the Scheme 
be asked to manage it within that total tor five years. All discussions on 
the subject have explicitly assumed that the tunds for such a Scheme would 
be additional to other available development resources. 

X. Administering Agengy 

28. The Resolution of UNCTAD I on Supplementary Finance envisaged 
administration or the Scheme under the IDA, with resources contributed by 
the major Part I member countries of the Association in the form ot 
additional commitments, prescribed in advance. The 1965 Bank Staff Stuct' 
did not address 1 ts lt to the question of' Administering Agency; throughout, 
the ref renee vas only to the Agency. It was believed that it vas desirable 
flrst to discuss the substance of the proposal made by the Staff. The 
Report ot the Inter-governm.ental Group of J: ovember 1967 expressed th 
general agreement that the IBRD Group vould be the ost appro-oriate for the 
administration of the Scheme. In tact, the Inter-governmental Group at its 
fourth session ( Octooer 1968) asked the Bank: to vhat extent can the Bank 
Starr Scheme be ~ lemented by the Bank and IDA within their existing 
Articles ot Agreement, it the Executive Directors so agreed and if the 
necessarJ funds were made available. 

XI. S"!PP!lementm Finance and Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund 

29. A:n important question that has come up frequently in the course 
of discussions relate& to the relationship of the proposal for SuppleQentary 
Finance to the Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund. The Compensatory 
Financing Facility helps to even out the availability of exchange earnings 
tro e orts tor a ember country and thus a sists a. country in meeting 
tem ora.ry, reversible, balance of payments deficits, on the understanding 
that the dr :w-ings would be repaid by the country within 3-5 years; the 
Fund r co ends earlier repayment by a country when its export earnings 
exc•ed the trend value. The Supplementary Finance Scheme, on the other 
hand, has d velo:pmental objectives: it is intended to assist a. developing 
country to maintain its development program vhich might other,.ise be dis-
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rupted by shorttel.l ot export earnings re onable expectations on 
vhich the develo nt pro was b The pro a1 tor Suppl entary 
Finance ha been de bee uae cotmtri a cannot undertake develop ent 
programs with a longer tem pera ctive unle s there 1 &Ollle urauee that 

eir export earnings would corres nd to re hle xpectatio In 
briet~ it be aaid tbat Comp naato1'7 J'inanc1 Facility b. to do v1 h 
instabill ty or hort-t tluctuations in export arning , and S l ntaro; 
Finane vi th uncertainty ot export aminga. Another ditf'erence 1s that in 
Compensatory Finane the ph i is on the simple taet ot a dovnward 
fluctuation; in Suppl ntary Pinanee 1 t is on the causes of the chB.J28e and 
its impact on the development proceas. 

30. The dif'f'erent purpos a ot the two are retlected in the thod of 
calculating export shortfalls. Un r the Supplementary Finance Scheme, 
export prospects are considered in the context ot a develo ent progr 
and take account not only ot vario obJeeti ve factors , domestic and 
external, but also th act ot nev policy easures. Att pt i made to 
estimate tutur export evantuali ties over a planning period of, s , ti ve 
years, on which a deve1oping country ca."l rely in formulating and tmpl ent-
ing it develovm.ent progr The shortfall in export earnings is easured 
trom !.. p_rior export projection ~ !. tuture period. Under the Compensatory 
Financing Facility, the Fund ets requests tor drawings by members whose 
export proc eds over the latest twelve-month period have fallen hort of 
the estimated edium-term trend n.lue of exports. 'lbe shortfall in export 
earnings is asured from a no representing the m.edium-te tr nd valu ~ 
estimated trom a statistical formula as vell as a qualitati Judgment. 
statistical formula attaches a weight of • 50 to exports in the shorttall 
year and . 25 to each of the tvo preceding years ; the qualitative eat :te 
involves a direct forecast ot exports tor two years ahead. Formerly~ the 
statistical and qualit :tive estimates were given about equal weight in 
determining trend value of exports; currently a smevhat greater VI ight is 
gi n to uali tati Te e timates • But , nthe average level ot exports tor 
the tvo year~ folloving the s' ortfal1 year will not be assumed to exceed 
by more than 10 percent t.ne average level experienced in the preceding two 
:rears ••• "!/ It is pr cisely because the trend or norm is a oving verage 
tor five y ars centered 2.!! the current shorttal1 year ~the mid<lle y:ear 
that a rough balaneing of ahorttalls and surpluses of actual exports with 
respect to trend is e ected over a relatively hort period of time. 

31. It vas noted earlier that during the deliberations of the Int r-
governmental Group, a view of Suppl ntary Finance vas put torvard in terms 
ot possible re:t'inancing of drawings under the d Compensatory P'inancing 
Fac11ity: the different ptn"ppses ot the tvo :facilities would indicate that 

y refinancing ot Compensatory Financing Facility could not be an a.lternative 
or substitute way of dealing vi~~ the problem for which Supplementary Finance 
has been proposed. Bot at tmCTAD I and UHCTAD II, there vere distinct reco enda
tions on Compensatory Financing, and refinancing ot Compensatory Finane 
dravin s to part of the content of these resolutions. The Recommendations 
on Sup 1e ent ry Finance are separate~ and e.re intended to deal vi th anoth r 
problem. 

y II eport by the 
P• 8. 

on Compensatory Financing and Export Fluctuations, 
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32. If the resourc of the Fund vere available to me t export a ort-
t'&lls as d f'ined in the S ple nta:ey rinance Seh e, it would hel to avoid 
the disruption ot an agreed de'ftlo nt progr ; then, the ount drawn 
in the d would likely be uch larger and the ability of th countr:r to 
repurchase in 3-5 years much leas, as the country would not be xp eted to 
cut back, it neee sary • its dewlop nt effOrt to a le-vel aJting po aibl 
the tultill.ment of a medi -t r purchase obligation to the Fund. Th • 
it is the ode of determining the shortfall and the length ot ti f'or hieh 
financing i aftile.ble that are critical -- 1 t is not a queati ot techniq s , 
but one ot purpose. 

XII. _ odity Agre ents: Ele ents of: 

33. The Co dity Probl is described briefly th in the Joint 
study "The Problem of Stabilization of Prices of Primar,r Products"., Part I, 
by the Staff of the Fund and the Bank: ''Tb. developing countri s are 
hee:ri.ly d pendent on primary products f'or ost of their xports: currentl.7, 
88 percent of' their export arnings are deriv d trom priJ:.'l8.ry product sales. 
Furthermore , these exports are conce trated on a narrow range of products: 
almost on -half ot the e countrie depend on o e c odity for more than 
50 percent of their total xports and as as three- uarters deri '9e or 
than 60 percent of their total exports trom three pr ry c oditi s. 
a result, the export earnings of the developing countries, vi th their cru
cial influence on import cap i ty d develop nt potential. are heavi}7 
ependent on e price and trading opportllllities prevailing in world com

modity rk ts. With limited but important exceptions, these rkJ ta have 
hovn two jor unfavorable ch&ract rist1c • rat, their e.beorptive 

cap city has grown only slowly, ao tb t increased eales have ott n b n 
p aible ~ at falling prices. Second, these markets have b en ubJect 
to articularly vide price tluet tiona, which have th elves aomet1mea 
contributed to adverse longer-term price tr nds. Demand for most prima.r:r 
products 1a growing relatively slowly a result o~ both technological de-
vel enta and changes in cons r ap nding patterns . Moreover, world 
trade in primary products, and artieularl;y in ricultural products, baa 
been held back by the protection given by industrial countries to their own 
primary produc ra." 

34. The atabiliz :tion of prices of c tie through commodity 
arrange nta and increased access to the m ket or ind trial countries 
r ent the tr d ap roach for influencing the toreign exchange receipts 
of de loping countries. By reducing the amplitude of price tluctuations 
an by seeking to deal vi th th slav growth of demand tor primary c od1 ties, 
they help to impro~ the level and trend of export earnings. For y-ears the 
need for c dity agree nta has been recogniz d; their ai and eaa ntial 
-r< atur h ve been discussed ext nsi ly. Howe r, it has been possible 
to conclude only a fev q ta. Acces to keta has proved no more 
ra; id to improve. 

nil. Pund and Bank Group Action in Financing ot Stocke (ProJX!Sal ) 

35. The extensive stu<\Y of the co dity problem in pur uance ot the 
Rio Resolution by- the Bank start and consideration by the Board in a series 
ot Seminars have led to the recognition th t: 
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(1) d ~oDCII1 nt o~ r co triee c , 
ioaa , et'tecti ve}¥ aie d b7 eui t le 

intema.tion&l. c ty agre pro'rlt.U.ng, amc:)ng other 
gs , for the bolcting ot c 7 •toe in n ional or 

ilnernational han ; 

(2) that this would be ong the guideli s f, r th World Bank 
Group in ap raising economiC! pertormanC!e and the needs ot 

ber countri s tor d velo ent nnancing; d 

(3) int rnational butter stocks y, und r certain conditions, 
make a ef'ul. contribution to a reduction or the ampll tude 
ot short-term i"luctuations in export earnings and help 
to promote the ound economic develo nt of ember C!ountries. 

While the Fund would (as proposed) use 1 ts Co :pensatory financing acili ty 
to provide hort-term credit to me ber countries to tacili tate their parti
cipation in international butter stock., under sui table internation&l. c 
modity agreements, it vould :ppear that member countries may alco need to 
commit resources over a longer period tor this purpose. The Baok Group, 
in con idering its loans or credits to ember coun.tries, would (as proposed) 
take into account additional lo g-term c pital requirements arising tram 
CO'W'ltries' participation in such bu.:N'er stoc schemes, while maintaining 
its custo:mary lending standards, and as part or its normal. lending operations. 

36. It is also recognized that the holding of reserve stocks by embers 
to prevent abnormal pric !ncr s of prima.ry commodities may in some cases 
help improve the longer-term export earnings or developing countries; and, 
imilarly, the holding ot atoclts ot certain primary products by ember 

countries over medium-to-long te periods, whil production is being ad
justed to demand, may upport export rnings ot developing countries t'J'om 
•uch products. According to the proposal nder corusideration, th Bank 
Grou."P would take into account the additional need of countries tor external 
borrowing re ulting tro participation in international commodity agreements 
serving these purpo ea, in considering ap~lications ot member countries tor 
development loans or credit • 

37. Thus, the c plexi t7 ot the com::J.Odi ty problem, as well as the 
limitations and framework under which international financial institutions 
t'Unction, require that a positi and realistic appro ch be adopted. We 

ay nov, appropriately, proceed to consider the releTance or this to 
Supplementary Fin ce . 

XIV. Commodity Agre ents a.nd Supplementary Finance 

38. As tor the relationship between Commodity Agreements and Supple
t:l.enta.ry Finance, progres in negotiating commodity agreement is likely to 
enable countries to have mor accurat expectations or their export price 
and hence, in part, of their earnings, on the basis of which to formulate 
their develop ent programs. It hn.s been observed in post periods that large 
export shortfalls occur when commodity price tall. Buffer and other stock 
arrangements help to maintain better price stability. When a developing 
countr-.r depends on one or two commodity xports, and a degre ot price 
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st bility is ecured, this reduce a main factor of' uncertainty in export 
earnings. Thus, ef'tecti ve c di t;r arrang ents e tor better xport 
proJections and reduce the co t ot Suppl ntary Finance. This ettect would 
depend on the number ot commodities subJect to agre ents and the operati~ 
.teatures ot such agre nts, especially in regard to ex ort TOl Bo r, 
even where a c dit;r reem.ent is effective, with stock. •all88 nt d 
other feature , it is o~ a price range -- not a tixed price -- that is 
sought to be maintained. And, the other el ents ot une rtainty al. o re-

in. re important , however • is that insof'ar as co odi ty e.gre ents t 
considerable time to negotiat and conclude, this ttect ot cr ating gr ater 
certainty of' export earnings would b po tponed. Other import t el nt 
are that a large n ber of' • cesstul c odity gre nta cannot be x
pected to be concluded in th torea e le tuture, tor reasons tul.l.y explain d 
in the Commodity Seminara ; thus , e.t o t, they would not cover large part 
ot he earnine;s of' countries trom all their export , so that th re would 
still in the problem tor which S 1 entaey Finance Sch e vas designed. 

39. the fact that th re is some overlap between the area that rAI!I.'J ~e 
conred by commodity agreements and the are eo red by auppl entary 
tinancial easures might be interpreted to imply that the adoption ot 
suppl nt ry tinancial e urea ight inhibit eff'orta to conclude 
odi ty agre nts. This is not justi tied tor a n ber of' reaso One 

reason is that pri ry product exporting LDC' s ha.Te an adTantage in arning 
foreign exchange trom their ovn exports • subject to c di ty agreements, 
r ther th by obtaining foreign exchange tr Supplementary J'inance Sch e 
as a loan, even if these loan were to be provided on concessione.l terms. 
Seeonc:ll.y, s uppl entary financi a1 as urea are only concerned vi th the xtent 
to vhich actual export earnings are close to their expected valu s, and not 
vi th whether the er.'lected earnings ar a table or unstable. Final.l.y, while 
co dity arrang ents have a certain impact described above on Suppl ente.ry 
Finance~ they have oth r, i ortant, obJecti s: Yiz. to improTe the trend 
ot the xport earning of countri s, specially by regulating international 
trade in partieul r co odities. 

40. 'l'hus, enaatory Finance Facility e.nd Supplementary Finance 
Sch e, the to r to et the TOlatili ty upect ot export earnings , and 
invol Ting e sentiall.y short-t assistance, and the latter to eet the 
uncertainty aspect and in?Olving ea entially long-term assistance, would also 
be n ded, hove r optimistic ass tio are m de about the tuture of 
international c:ommodi ty agreements. These financial arrang ents and 
c ty e ents beco e e 1 ntar,y to one another and reinforce 
their etf'ecti ..-eness llllltually, so that development progr s of' countries 
caD go forward uninterrupted by export shortfall• resulting trom causes 
beyond th ir control and to which they cannot adapt by taking d eatic 
me ures only without jor setbacks to their development ettorts. It ia 
only tor those very tev countries that depended to a Ter;y large proportion 
(sa,y, two-thirds or re) ot their foreign exchange earnings on one or two 
COI::unodi ties • it thos Cam!X)di ties wer co-vered by f':fecti ve international. 
co odi ty agreements , that tl:le need for uppl ntary tinanc:e would bee e 
of minor importanee. 
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XV. Conclusions and Reco endation 

la. It is not suggested that the World Bank Group at this time giv: 
1 ta view o all as cts ot the prop &l.s ade with respect to Suppl entar;y 
J'lnanc • \lh t might b done is tor the World Bank Group to indic te its 
tti tude on t e relation between t_l}e c eli ty problem and Supplementary 

Finance; ore particularly~ atter its review of the com:r::1od.i ty proble , 
whether the still remains a need tor auppl ent finance. The various 
papers prepared tor the Commodity S nar and the discussion held would 
indicate that the problem ot uncertainty to which the Suppl entary linance 
Sche e and suggested amendment thereof are ddressed will till re ain. 
hove r optimistic the assumptions which may be made about the tuture 
ot international co odity arrangements. It is assumed that the Bank 
start would continu to collaborate as it has in the p t with the deliberations 
being held und r the auspices of UNCTAD, including providing the requested 
information and analysis. In light of this there is appended hereto a proposed 
action which might be taken by the Bank as part or the Commodity Stuey now 
being done. 



APPENDIX 

DRAFI' 0 DECISIONS BY EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS TO BE 
REPORTED 'l'O OOVERlfOP.S 0 SUPPLEMENTARY JI'INAliCIAL MEASURES 

The Executive Directors have a proved the f'olloving statement of 

policy regarding suppl nta.ry tin cial ures: 

Raving considered the question whether there contin s to be a e d 

~r suppl ntary finance to me t expect d ahort:tal.ls in export earnings 

as part of their review ot the c dity stabili~a.tion problem, the 

Executive Directors conclude that different approaches to the probl 

are desil"&ble and can be mutually reinforcing. 

The Executive Directors note that the Unit d H tions 'l'rad and 

Devel ent Board 1 considering a sch proposed by the World Bank start 

and certain other suggestions tor d sling with the probl ot providing 

su pl entary f'inanc to meet un ct d shortfalls in export earnings ot 

developing countries. 

The Executive Directors consider that the Bank should continue to 

eol.l borate vi th th United a tiona 'l'r&de and De..-elo nt Board in 1 ts 

deliberation to to ulate urea tor su ple nt&ry finance. 



Almex A 

CTAD I: 

Con terence, 

cognizing that adverse nts 1n the export roceeds ot devel-
oping countrie can b disrupt! ve ot de lopment, and noting th :t th Int r-
ational netar.r d ( D1J') c e aTailable ba.lanc -ot-p ents support 

to help meet the short-term ettects ot shortfalls in export proceeds • 

ftl . nt 
set torth 
II below,. 

eeo ends that the International Bank tor R construction and De
be invited to stl.ldy the feasibility ot a scheme with the objective 
in section I belov and based on the principles set torth in s cti 

d, it ppropriate, to vo out sucn a scheme. 

I. ObJ ctive 

1. The new ach e should aim to d al with problems arising tram adve e 
o ents in export proceeds vhich pro e to be ot a nature or duration which 

cannot adequately be dealt with by abort-te be.lance-ot-payment support. 
It p o should be to proTide longer term as istance to developing co 
tries which would help them to avoid disruption ot their dev lopment ~rogram
mea. 

II. Principles 

2. The sch e should be provid d with re ources by contributions tram 
participating colmtriea., shared betw en hem on an equitable basis. 

3. Developing countries only should be eligible tor assistance tram 
the sch e; such assistance should be on coneeseional nd flexible terms. 

1& • The cheme hould no ally be applicable atter a developing count 
had had recourse to the International Moneta d, under its compensatory 
financing facility, and it had been possible to make a tull assessment ot the 
nature, duration and implication ot any adverse moTement in the export pro
ceeds ot the developing co tr-.1 concerned. 

5. An adverse movement tor the purposes of the scheme should be re-
gard d as a short tall from reasonable expectation (see ote l below) ot 
the level of export proceeds (including, in appropriate eases. invisible 
xports). 
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Annex B 

UNCTAD II: Resolution 30: Supplementa.rz Financial asures 

l. The Conference reafti the objec 1 ve ot the proposal tor S ple-
ntary Financial asures set out in nex A. IV .18 to th Pinal et of the 

tirst se Bion ot the Conference. This et tes that "the nev sch hould 
aim to deal with proble arising from adve e ove ent in export proc ds 
which prove to be of a nature or duration ~hich cannot dequately be dealt 
vith by short-term bal.ance-ot-p~ents support. Its purpose should be to 
provide longer terms assistance to d veloping countries which would help 
them to avoid disruption of their develop ent programmes". 

2. Any measures devised to meet this need s'hould, on the basis or ap
propri te criteria, which s hould, to the extent po sible, be objective, pro
vide reason ble assurance of help to protect a country's development plan or 
programme against the e:t':t'ects of export shortfalls, to the extent that they 
cannot be met by short-term balence-of-pS\fiDents support. 

3. The Conference expresses it appreciation ot the report prep d by 
the staff of the International Bank for R construction and Development; and 
of the reports of the Inter- goverm:1ental Group on S'o.1pplementa.ry Financing. 
Thea reports have defined the is ues involved and clarified many of them. 
The Conference agree that f'urther vor is required to resolve some outstand
ing issues. The principal issues are: 

(a) The detini tion and method of assessment of reasonable 
expectations ; 

(b) The scope. nature and acceptability of the understand
ings between the administering agency and individual 
participa.11t countries on their development programmes 
and the policies to be adopted in order to carry them 
out; 

(c) The measures to be taken by countries applying tor as
sistance ; 

(d) The relationship between supplementary finance and the 
IMF C~pensatory Financing Facility. 

4. A matter requiring additional. attention is how to determine in 
quantitative terms the disruption which has resulted trom export short
ta.J.ls and consequently, what are t .. financial implications of proposals 
to meet the objectives of art A of r commendation A.IV.l8. 

5. Some or the is au s set forth i.o paragraphs 3 and 4 above would 
arise not only from consideration of the IBRD staff Scheme but from con-
id ration of other measures to meet t h e objectives of part A of recom

mendation A.IV.l8~ including those submitted to the Inter-governmental 
Group. Any a.ddi tional proposals clearly re ponsi ve to the recommendation 
should receive due attention, with the aim of working out the most effec
tive measures possible. 
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?he Conference decides: 

{a) To continue i xiatenc t1e Inter-governmental Group 
suitably ex:p ded; 

(b) To request t.1e Inter- ov ental. Grou to consider and 
attempt to resolTe t e issues s t forth in par raphs 2 
to 5 above; 

(c) In the light of the for oing consi l rations to instruct 
the Inter-gove ental Group to work out roPa...'3ures for 
sup 1 mentarf fin·nce; 

(d) To instruct tl1e Inter- overr...mental GrOU1) to r port tr1ere-
on to the TradP velo ent Board as e~rly possible, 

nd . o la.t r than it nintt session; 

(e) To direct the Tr de Develo .1ent Board to study and 
tak early action on t e tin · ngs of the Inter-govern
mental Grou: , takinP: ccount of any proposals for action 
in the field of inter tional co uodity policy which may 
bn sub~tted to tre Board of Govcrr.ors of t1e IBRD and 
tile I ::F o th )8.»1" of the st.udie: w ich tney hav"' r -
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

STABILIZATION OF PRICES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTS 

ACTION EVALUATION PAPER NO. 9 

SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCE 

I. Introduction 

1. The Bank Staff Study on Supplementary Financial Measures was 

forwarded to the U.N. Secretary-General in December 1965 as forming "the 

basis for a feasible solution to a problem of major importance", in response 

to a Recommendation of UNCTAD I which requested the Bank to study the feasi-

bility of a scheme which "should aim to deal with problems arising from 

adv#erse movements in export proceeds which prove to be of a nature and 

duration which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-term balance of 

payments support" and, if appropriate, to work out a scheme. The background 

paper attached hereto gives a resume of the discussions that have taken 

place so far in UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II, and in the Inter-governmental Group 

set up by UNCTAD on Supplementary Finance, describes the main elements of 

the scheme proposed by the Bank Staff, as well as the critical comments 

made, and points out the relationship of Supplementary Finance to Commodity 

Arrangements. 

2. The next session of the Inter-governmental Group, to be held 

during June 23 - July 4, 1969, is expected to finalize its Report, which 

would then be considered by the Trade and Development Board of UNCTAD at 

its session during August 26 - September 12, 1969. 

3. This paper suggests a possible course of action that the Bank 

might take on supplementary finance in connection with the commodity study 

pursuant to the Rio Resolution. 



Recommendation of UNCTAD I 

A,r . In his statement at UNCTAD I on April 6, 1964, the Head of the 

United Kingdom delegation, the Rt . Ron . Edward Heath, commended the stabili

zation of commodity prices and supplementary financial assistance as among 

the key points before the Conference. On supplementary financial assistance 

he had this to say : "We recognize that balance-of-payments problems may 

arise in developing countries which call for special measures of assistance. 

Sharp falls in the export earnings of less developed countries, such as have 

occurred from time to time in commodity trade, can be disruptive of development. 

The International Monetary Fund offers certain facilities to meet the short

term effect of such falls .••• However, there is a risk that development may 

be disrupted as a result of longer term adverse movements in export receipts. 

In the distribution of the aid which we in the developed countries make avail 

able, whether bilateral or multilateral, we should perhaps take more account 

of these risks . " 

~-. ~ Recommendation A. IV . l8 of the Conference on Supplementary Financial 

Measures (Annex A), the result of the initiative taken by the U.K. and Swedish 

delegations , was adopted by 106 votes to none, with ten abstentions (USSR and 

other Socialist Countries) . The Recommendation requested the World Bank to 
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study the feasibility of a scheme which "should aim to deal with problems aris-

ing from adverse movements in export proceeds which·prove to be of a nature 

0~ 
a=tt duration which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-term balance of 

payments support", and, if appropriate, to work out such a scheme. An adverse 

movement was defined as a 'shortfall from reasonable expectations'. The pur-

pose was "to provide longer-term assistance to developing countries which 

would help them to avoid disruption to their development programs". The 

recommendation was made recognizing that "adverse movements in the export 

proceeds of developing countries can be disruptive of development", and 

noting that "the IMF can make available balance of payments support to help 

meet the short-term effects of shortfalls in export proceeds". Australia, 

while voting in favor of the proposal for studies as to the feasibility of 

supplementary finance, expressed reservations about the desirability of 

financial measures as a means to dealing with long-term shortfalls in export 

receipts. France, while voting in favor of the Recommendation, did not accept 

the principle of what they termed long-term compensation of fluctuations in 

export earnings; in its view, the real solution was in the organization of 

primary produce markets, permitting the maintenance of stable and remunerative 

prices. 

The Recommendation represented a consensus to which both developed 

market economy countries and developing countries subscribed. There was 

another draft resolution sponsored by fourteen developing country delegations. 

Recommendation A.IV.l8 incorporates both, as separate parts. It is in response 
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to the first part of the Recommendation that the World Bank Staff proposed 

.a Scheme for Supplementary Finance, to meet the problem of unexpected short-

falls that are potentially disruptive of a developing countryrs development 

efforts. The basic approach of the World Bank Staff proposal is outlined 

in paragraphs 4-5 below. The Staff proposal was circulated to the Board in November 
.!I 

1965, and was forwarded to the U.N. in December 1965 as forming "the basis 
• 

for a feasible solution to a problem of major importance". Since then, dis-

cussion has been focused on this in UNCTAD bodies and outside. 

1· The Bank Staff Study proceeds on the premise that it 

to provide countries, already short of foreign exchange because of their 

efforts to speed up the process of development, with a ready source of long-

term assistance to enable them to maintain agreed development programs in the 

face of unforeseen adverse export movements that are beyond their control. 

It is important under the Bank Staff Scheme that the development programs and 

policies be inte~nationally discussed and 

to assure prompt assistance - assistance that would be supplementary to and 

not a substitute for already existing forms of aid. While there is no 

implication that there should be binding commitments with respect to basic 

development assistance over a period, it is to be expected that t e careful 

examination of development programs internationally would facilitate the 

flows of development capital. 

In order to avail itself of this facility, a country would have 

to enter into an initial understanding with the administering agency as to 

what might be regarded as reasonable expectations for exports during a period 

~ 'R "s 117lf ' Nov .. wk.-v I f"> l'i t.!. ... 
• 
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covered by the country's development program and as to certain key aspects 

of its development program and polic~es. ~he need for and feasibility of 
t;t~~~ ~r""'~'~ 

export projections are considered l ater; ~heAi~ency would be reviewing the 

performance of the country periodically, to judge whether the country's 

performance is satisfactory enough for it to be eligible for assistance 

from the Scheme. A shortfall from reasonable expectations of export earning~ 

~as specified in an agr~~~c~~ort projection) occurring in a country which 

has been following the~~} understandin~can be assumed to be beyond its 

control. This obviates a time-consuming study of the causes and consequences 

of such shortfall at the time it occurs. The Scheme would be a means of pro-

viding speedy assistance at the time of need, without being an automatic 

one. Thus, the Scheme does deal with the problem of uncertainty arising out 

of unexpected export shortfalls, but m~a clear distinction between certainty 

and automaticity . 

Report of the Inter-governmental Group to UNCTAD II 
y 

An Inter-governmental Group on Supplementary Financi ng was 

established by the Trade and Development Board in September 1966, to examine 

the Bank Staff Scheme and to submit a report (with such modifications to the 

Scheme as it~igh~~ considli.l' appropr~te) as a ~e~s of achie~ipg the o.~b.-~eecc~tiy~ 
~ ~ r1 ~ ..,. ·~• M ~ · .._ i- ...J.ro oJ_,~ r· 

set out in Part A of Reco endation A.IVfl8 of ~e first Conferencejc At its 

third session held from October 30 to November 13, 1967, the Group adopted its 

Report which was forwarded direct to UNCTAD II. -~ 

1J The members of the Group were: Argentina, Brazil, Ceylon, Federal Republ. 
of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Japan, Poland, Sweden, U.A.R., U.K., 
and Yugoslavia. There was provision for two Eastern Group countries; 
remained vacant. 
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The general assessment of the Group given in this Report was as follows: 

"A fe>.;r members have stated that, in view of unresolved questions of some 

importance (and without prejudging the question whether the objectives 

set out in Recommendation A.IV.l8 should be achieved by a scheme with the 

characteristics of that of the IBRD staff or in other ways), they are not 

as yet prepared to take a position. One member expressed the view that the 

Scheme would not be either a timely or a genuine solution to the basic problem -

the instability and inadequacy of the export proceeds of developing countries -

which in its opinion could only be dealt with efficaciously by a system of 

organization of markets for primary products . All other members of the Group 

believe that, although a number of questions, some of them Lmportant, require 

further consideration, the objective set out in Part A of the Recommendation 

can be achieved by a scheme with the essential characteristics of the IBRD 

Staff Scheme . 11 The developing countries' members of the Group prepared a 

joint statement of their views, strongly endorsing all the essential elements 

of the Bank Staff Scheme, which was also circulated as a document of UNCTAD II. 

-\ V Some Other Suggestions -
Certain other proposals for avoiding the disruption of development 

programs £,aile ~.n the course of the Group r s deliberations are noted in 
/1./ ~~~· 

Report,. ppM'EHi by He Group in ])Imre~i-96'7 -a:n:(! sen b t:o tfflef~ 

the JAiiilt~llla!~eo. 

Each 

of these proposals is followed by extensive comments representing the views 

of most members of the Group who thought that none of these suggestions would 

adequately meet the objectives of UNCTAD Recommendation A.IV.l8 on supplementary 

financing. 

\ 
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Under one alternative the scheme would be operated on an ad hoc 

basis without the need for export projections and any prior understanding on 

policy matters. Under this suggestion also, however, a country wishing to 

avail itself of the scheme is expected to undertake to consult fairly 

regularly with the Agency administering supplementary finance about its 

development and economic policies. As for determining whether a decline 

in exports constituted a shortfall from reasonable expectations, this would 

be done by the administering agency ex post on the basis of certain estab-

lished guidelines. When a country suffers a serious shortfall in export 

proceeds, the causes of the shortfall are to be examined in a speedy manner, 

and the amount and conditions of financial assistance are to be decided, 

taking into account the need of the country (possible disruption of the 

development program), its general performance and all relevant circumstances, 

as well as the availability of resources for the Agency. There would be close 

cooperation between the Agency and the Fund, possibly through a Joint Committee. 

The Joint Committee would receive and consider applications for both Compensatory 

drawings. According to 

financing and Supplementary financing. 

t~~tt1~ 
Another ~·e=~~~~~Yrefinancing ~~ 

one suggestion, the Agency would examine, at the request of the countries, 

the economic situation and performance of countries that had drawn from the 

Fund under Compensatory Financing Facility or had made ordinary Fund drawings 

to offset shortfalls of the same general character, so as to ascertain whether 

the country in question was making a reasonably effective effort to promote its own 
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econo~~~:;:lopment. 

woul~;{to altend the period o£ repurchase o£ Fund drawings i£ the Agency 

The purpose of assistance under this suggestion 

took the view that1the obligation to repurchase threatened disruption of 
-""+ v-~M--t- 't' )C.. 41"' ~ 1M.k 

its development program .~The ~gency wou~ also be empowered to provide 

assistance should a country's entitlement to draw from the Fund prove 

smaller than the amount of the shortfall. 

~ , C) The third is the proposal for organization of markets. One 

representative argued that a purely financial solution to problems arising 

from poor organization of trade relations between industrialized and developing 

countries would fail. In his view, an initiative with respect to Supplementary 

Finance would delay the work in the Fund and Bank in response to the Rio 

Resolution on Commodity Price Stabilization. 

~ Resolution of UNCTAD II on the Subject 

11. In March 1968, UNCTAD II adopted the Resolution on Supplementary 

Financial Measures by 70 votes to none, with 8 abstentions {Socialist 

Countries) (Annex B) . As recorded in the Report of the Second Conference, 

all representatives of LDC's who participated in discussions in Committee III 

{the Committee of the Conference that considered questions relating to finance) 

on this subject emphasized the need for a Supplementary Finance scheme, and many 

called for early establishment of a scheme on the lines of the Bank Staff Study. 

The representatives of some developed market economy countries also supported 

the majority assessment of the Inter-governmental Group. Representatives of a 

number of other developed market economy countries, however, had reservations 
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about the Bank Staff proposal; one of them felt that implementation of 

supplementary finance might detract from efforts to establish commodity 

stabi lization agreements . Several references were made to the Bank and 

Fund studies in progress pursuant to the Resolution by the Boards of 

Governors of these institutions on stabilization of primary commodity 

prices . 

12. The Resolution on Supplementary Financial Measures adopted at 

UNCTAD II reaffirms the objective of the proposal for Supplementary Financial 

Measures set out in A. IV . l8 of the First Conference; it states that any 

scheme devised to meet this need should "provide reasonable assurance of 

help to protect a country's development plan or program against the effects 

of export shortfalls • •• " It was decided to continue the Inter-governmental 

Group, suitably expanded, and the Group is re~uested to attempt to resolve 

certain outstanding issues enumerated in the Resolution . These are: 

(a) definition and method of assessment of reasonable expectations; 

(b) the scope of policy understandings ; (c) measures to be taken by beneficiary 

countries ; (d) relationship between Supplementary Finance and the Fund ' s II 
~.,..-r·~-r; l h?"l._,. , 

Compensatory Financing Facility. This paper covers each of these issues ~ 

Denmark, speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, recalled that they had 

come to the Conference with the hope that the principles elaborated in the 

Bank Staff Scheme and the Inter- governmental Group Report would be accepted; 

they would do everything possible in the future work of the Inter-governmental 

Group to make this a reality. The "deep disappointment" of the developing 
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t~ at the Conference countries at lack of definitive progress with respect 

was expressed by Brazil and Ceylon speaking for the developing countries. 

---V'l Present Status of Discussions 

13. 
y 

The expanded Inter-governmental Group has 26 members. The 

fourth session - first one of the expanded group - was held in Geneva from 

October 21 - 25, 1968, and was intended to be preparatory for the next 

session to be held during June 23 - July 4, 1969. According to the 

Resolution adopted by UNCTAD II, the next session is to conclude the work 

of the Group, and the final Report of the Group would be considered by the 

Trade and Development Board at its ninth session during August 26 - September 12, 

1969. The Group has requested the UNCTAD Secretariat, the Bank Staff, and the 

Fund Staff to furnish additional material and advice. 

14. In the discussions in the Inter-governmental Group, and at UNCTAD II, 

critical comments were made by some of the main donor countries on certain 

aspects of the Scheme put forward by the Bank Staff. In brief, it was argued 

that the policy understandings were likely to involve duplication with the 

work of other agencies and might raise difficulties for recipient countries 

of a political kind; that export projections for as long as 4 to 6 years 

could not be made .with reliability and could not form the basis for financial 

!J Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Italy (Spain in 1969), 
Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, United 
Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. 
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claims; that the cost estimates were not precise and seemed to envisage 

open-ended commitments for contributing countries; that there was no 

provision for adequate coordination with the Fund's Compensatory Financing 

Facility. There is also the important question of how Supplementavy Finance 

fits into an overall or integrated approach with respect to the commodity 

problem, and the overlap, if any, between commodity price stabilization 

efforts and supplementary finance. These matters are dealt with in the 

following paragraphs. 

n~ o~em~of'Ballk Staff ~ 
V 11 Policy Understanding - l r:: ... . With respect to the scope of policy understandings, and the 

t£.... ;;;)-
frequency of consultations, it was noted in the Btuay: ' he precise 

I. 
nature and degree of detail of such an understanding would vary considerably 

as among countries. Continuing contact would be maintained, moreover, 

between the administering agency and the country throughout the plan period 

in order to provide the basis for an assessment of the extent to which the 

agreed criteria of performance were currently being fulfilled or needed 

adjustment in the light of changing circumstances". The "policy package" 

would have to be in broad macro-economic terms, including understandings 

in particular about export earnings, public and private investment and 

domestic savings; implementation would be left to continuous working relations 

between a country and the Agency, made necessary in any case by the needs of 

nearly all developing countries for external assistance, including assistance 

from international financial institutions. The policy understanding would 

not be confined to the export sector only, because the factors and policies 
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affecting exports ari se i n all sectors of the eclf:omy. It was emphasized 
• l'l ~· r 
h ~ -~ ,! "' I:W' ~:.:6-'Y~ , 

by the Bank itaf~ that, in general, the po icy unde:J{;ta ding represents 

what a country discusses !iijd agree:r1& • with donor countries and internation 

institutions abo~t~ts development program
1
when it seeks basic development 

~ / '-r U,.v -1 .,t · • M~.t'\4 
financjl Available data, experience' and assessments arising from consortia 

and consultative group discussions, the work in the World Bank Group and in 

the Fund, were to be fully utilized. In evaluating the development programs 

of countries for purposes of supplementary finance, the Agency, if separate, 

could avail itself especially of the experience of the World Bank Group. 

Similarly, the Agency could avail itself of the advice of the Fund on matters 

falling within the field of the Fund 1s responsibilities. 

16 . A multilateral institution, like the World Bank Group, while con-

cerned with the obtaining and allocation of its resources,has a wider 

perspective, i.e. the improved performance of a developing country in the 

mobilization and effective use of its resources, domestic and external. 

Given this broad framework of approach, however, there cannot be uniformity 

for all countries. One or another aspect may have to be considered in depth 

depending on the situation of a particular country. It may be fiscal matters 

in one case; in another, the working of public enterprises. In a third, 

it may be the foreign exchange mechanism. In considering and evaluating 

performance, flexibility is essential, seeking the crucial or key elements 

for a given country, in a certain situation. No one will argue, for example, 

that monetary or fiscal policies can be fixed over time. In any case, not 

all eventualities can be visualized at this stage; procedures would have to 

evolve in the light of actual experience. Above all, policy understandings 
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would be predicated on and involve mutual cooperation and contacts between 

a member country and the administering agency. A certain confidence in 

international agencies, created and run by governments, is needed by both 

developed and developing countries to enable them to function effectively, ) 
especially in assessing economic performance. 

~~ 
17 . developing countries 

have come to accept by and large the underlying purposes of policy under-

standings and the manner they would be arrived at and implemented, whatever 
;"'/. . . t. .. ~ \ 

their initial misgivings~Thu, , for the first time, the need for performance 
AMI"~r-~~ 

evaluation; on the basis of international consultations, so important in 

the field of development finance and urged so long by the donor countries, 

came to be discussed openly, and a certain approach was formulated to which 

the LDC's have indicated willingness in principle to subscribe. The con-

elusion of the Inter-governmental Group on Policy Understanding in its Report 

of November 1967, expresses general agreement "that a policy understanding 

should be part of the Scheme", and 11it was generally agreed that consulta-

tions might be broadly along the lines of those conducted by international 

financial institutions 11 • 

V 11 Ex:port Proj actions 

- 18. A feature of the Scheme proposed by the Bank Staff is an under-

standing between the administering agency and the country on an export projec-

tion for a period over which the country has formulated a development program. 

The export projection indicates the amounts of for~ign exchange which the 
~'"\o'U' " /1' ~ ' "+ . 

country may reasonably ~·&~ sal lli:rl'f f:t;c:n• its exports in each year of 

this period. The projections are based on informed assumptions regarding ~ 

~+-~~<
world trade developments, and on the understanding that certain policies 

II 

would be follmved. 
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_o~+ f-. ,, ~- ·- __ ) 
~~ An export projection is a way of utilizin~vailable information 

combined with the most plausible assumptions ab01/./the future circumstances 

in order to estimate future export earriings on "ch to base a development 
' 

program. It is important to distinguish such predictions 

of what will in fact occur in the future. is not a valid criticism 
r 

to point out that projections turn out to be 'wrong' in any particular case. 

In fact, if every projection were to e 'right', i.e. if it were an 

accurate prediction, a scheme 

point relates to the defense of a development program from deviations in 

earnings from anticipated exports on the basis of which the program had 

been formulated -- a viewpoint fully in accord y,;ri th the original UNCTAD ~ 

' . d "~~· a;_/~· ,,..t~ ·t..t::t· . :'!{, ·~ .......... A.. 
Resol. Ultl.O~ .~ . . . . •A'. •4 . ..., /'. . .. ,~ I ~ ~ ~·~. .. . 4 ~I" {· .·i!'~ , ~ 
19. Such project~ns, togethe with other items affecting foreign 

exchange availability, would be required by developing countries, 

irrespective of supplementary finance, in order to judge the feasibility 

of their development programs. Export projections are built into development 

programs in two ways: the development program contains commitments to 

certain policy actions on which the projections are based, especially 

in export policies; the development program in turn is based on the 

export projection and is tested for financial feasibility on the basis 

of anticipated export earnings and other sources of development finance. 

20. In suggesting a five-year projection period, to coincide with the 

normal length of a development plan, limitations of 

projection over that long a period were recognized. 

available tec~qu~s. of ,,.or Jr".;:J/ ~· .... ~ ~r 
However, today cou trieJJ 

'I 
are accustomed to making export projections to provide a basis on which 

investment programs can be built. The Bank Staff's considerable experience 

in this field suggests that such five-year projections are feasible. 
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The quality of projections can, of course, be improved by sharpening 

analytical tools and strengthening the basis for technical judgments, and 

this is being attempted in the World Bank in any case. However, whatever 

the improvement in projection techniques, this would not eliminate the 

problem of unexpected shortfalls because unpredictable changes in a country's 

export situation and in the world economy ~dll continue o tak~lace. 

21. The question has been ral~· sed relating ~revisi fr:port~ 
... w~ v;r 'Hw: :l£-- ) " 

projections. he ~4oint in the B Sta~ Study is that during the 
I 

operation of a development plan, the underlying export projection should 

not be subject to revision except when changed conditions justify a major 

readjustment of the investment pattern and of the development strategy, 

because investment calculations must be based on export projections. 

Whether or not such a major readjustment is required would be determined 

in consultations between the Agency and the country concerned. Revisions 

in export projections would be made when the development program itself 

has to be reformu~a~ed due to circumstances other than an export shortfall,~~~ 

~~tf_i:IJ. ~elopment ai , fundamental change in export 

prospects,1etc . During discussions, a consensus has been emerging that 

a rough mid-term review of the development program might be appropriate; 

this would also make it possible to review export projections as well 

as increase _their reliability. This can be reconciled 1-ti.th the Bank Staff 

view in that such a review would help to defend development programs in an 

'orderly' way; one can see then what can be done to raise more resources 

domestic and external -- and also evaluate the changes in export outlook 

more precisely, and act accordingly. 
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-\)( Cost Estimates 

22. Given an agreed projection of export proceeds on which the country's 

development program is based, the financial assistance which a country can 

expect from the Scheme in the event of an export shortfall may be determined 

by comparing the actual exports with the projected exports. The idea is 

put forward in the Scheme that such financial assistance should be related 

to the amount of shortfalls -- the amounts by which actual exports fall 

short of projected exports in particular years -- net of "overages", i.e. 

the amounts by which actual exports exceed projected exports in other years 

within the same planning period. 

23. In the Bank Staff Study, a simulation exercise was carried out, 

comparing merchandise export projections for individual countries made by 

the Bank Staff for various periods with the actual export earnings of the 

same countries in the corresponding years. 'Global' gross shortfalls were 

derived from this. Overages and drawings under the llf.F' s Compensatory 

Financing Facility were allowed for. Then, several other adjustments were 

made to arrive at an estimate that would indicate the financing require-

ments of the Agency. They were the number of developing countries likely 

to utilize the Scheme in the initial years, the likely improvement in the 

methodology and use of export projections as compared to the periods of 

the simulation exercise, the extent to which the developing countries would 

be expected to meet shortfalls on their own and, finally, the possible 

contribution to meet export shortfalls from sources of finance other than 

the IMF Compensatory Facility. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, a 

developing country is expected to meet the problem of an unexpected export 

shortfall to some extent with its own means, which include the use of some 
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part of its foreign exchange reserves and internal adjustments involving 

a reduction in demand for foreign exchange. It is understood that these 

measures could be undertaken in a number of cases without disrupting the 

development effort in which the country was engaged. Although the extent 

to which each individual country could do so would vary from case to case, 

an attempt was made to assess the probable order of magnitude of the effort 

which might be considered reasonable when all developing countries are 

grouped together. 

24. Given the nature of the problem, it was not possible to quantify 

these factors in any exact way. On the other hand, to estimate even the 

rough order of magnitude of the amount of resources needed to run the Agency 

during an initial period, it was necessary to attribute some orders of magni-

tude to the different factors mentioned above. On this basis, it was estimated 

that an annual average of $300 - $400 million for the initial five years, 

would have to be covered by the Agency administering Supplementary 

Finance. It was emphasized in the Study that the quantification of financial 

requirements and of the various factors involved was rough; no precise calcu-

lations were possible because the Scheme was novel and historical data were 

only useful in helping to judge magnitudes but were by no means certain 

indicators. The intent was to arrive at an estimate of finance for the 

Scheme with which the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate 

successfully in the initial period, for the purposes set out in the Recom-

mendation. 

25. In the course of discussions in the Inter-governmental Group, 

the cost estimates furnished in the Bank Staff Study were questioned on 
)~ . I ...... 

-sev:Q;p;l, grounds ~ --? 
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Long-~ projections c 

~cial claims and ..00: ~gations; 
/ 

the underlying data did not take 

in more recent years; J ~ 1' 
j;J1' (;"e difference between estimated 

.... 

into account experience 

export shortfalls and the 

cost estima:::_ w~s large; ~ ) ~ 1' 
}X) Ghe Scheme seemed to be ~~p~~n~d one, and claims might 

prove to be larger than the cost estimates provided for. 

26. However, the conclusion of the Inter-governmental Group on costs 

reads: "It was widely agreed that the estimate of $300-$400 million per 

year of the World Bank Staff provided the basis for arriving at a figure 

with which the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate successfully 

in the initial period." During the discussions in the Group, it clearly 

emerged that a scheme of this kind could, however, not be open-ended. It 

had to envisage a fixed fund that was considered a~e~te and reasonable, 

and, therefore, the possibility of rationing d be kept in mind. The 

Bank Staff agreed with this vie>v. 

27. The Bank Staff have now examined the cost estimates again, taking 

into account also available data for more recent years, i.e. up to 1967, as 

requested by the Inter-governmental Group. There is now a much longer period 

(11 years) for which data are available. Using the method described above 

in para. 23, the Bank staff now estimate the financial requirements at 

$250 mn.- $300 mn. per annum for five years. As recommended by the Inter,. 
governmental Group, -a-fi~.fund -of about ~wm.......Lo--$1..,500- mn. could be 

set up (partly in cash contributions and the rest as a rea~ly available 

line of credit as was indicated in the original study by the Bank Staff 
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and referred to during discussions in the Inter-governmental Group), and 

the Agency entrusted with the Scheme be asked to manage it within that total 

for five years. All discussions on the subject have explicitly assumed that 

the funds for such a Scheme would be additional to other available develop-

ment resources. -X Administering Agency -

--. 

28. The Resolution of UNCT.AD I on Supplementary Finance envisaged 

administration of the Scheme under the IDA, with resources contributed by 

the major Part I member countries of the Association in the form of 

additional commitments, prescribed in advance. The 1965 Bank Staff Study 

did not address itself to the question of Administering Agency; throughout, 

the reference was only to the Agency. It was believed that it was des~ble ~ 

Iirst to ~-scuss the substance of the proposal made by the Staff. Tr;:;eA'iii' ~ ·~ 
r"l....kt.At"- . ~.q ,....._..~ """ )rl'~-~ ~ 
~general ag eement~art~ f!!OSOii ad 8~ that the IBRD Group would 

be the most appropriate for the administration of the Scheme. In fact, the 

Inter-governmental Group at its fourth session (October 1968) asked the 

Bank: to what extent can the Bank Staff Scheme be implemented by the Bank 

and IDA within their existing Articles of Agreement, if the Executive 

Directors so agreed and if the necessary funds were made available. 

29. An important question that has come up frequently in the course 

of discussions relates to the relationship of the proposal for Supplementary 

Finance to the Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund. The Compensatory 

Financing Facility helps to even out the availability of exchange earnings 
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from exports for a member country and thus assists a country in meeting 

temporary, reversible, balance of payments deficits, on the understanding 

that the drawings would be repaid by the country within '8¥1 li\U8t ., 'wi !;::n.£. 

3-5 years; the Fund recommends earlier repayment by a country when its 

export earnings exceed the trend value. The Supplementary Finance Scheme, 

on the other hand, has developmental objectives: it is intended to assist 

a developing country to maintain its development program which might other

vdse be disrupted by a shortfall of export earnings from reasonable expecta

tions on which the development program was based. The proposal for Supple

mentary Finance has been made because countries cannot undertake development 

programs with a longer term perspective unless there is some assurance that 

their export earnings would correspond to reasonable expectations. In 

brief, it may be said that Compensatory Financing Facility has to do with 

instability or short-term fluctuations in export earnings, and Supplementary 

Finance with uncertainty of export earnings,_.::; .e. 'liUt;Ci~ Q?rnW@R 

Another difference 

is that in , Compensatory Finance the emphasis is on the simple fact of a 

downward fluctuation; in Supplementary Finance it is on the causes of the 

change and its impact on the development process. 

30. The different purposes of the two are reflected in the method 

of calculating export shortfalls. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, 

export prospects are considered in the context of a development program and 

take account not only of various objective factors, domestic and external, 

but also the impact of new policy measures. Attempt is made to estimate 

future export eventualities over a planning period of, say, five years, on 

which a developing country can rely in formulating and implementing its 
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development program. The shortfall in export earnings is measured from 

a prior export projection for a future period. Under the Compensatory 

Financing Facility, the Fund meets requests for drawings by members whose 

export proceeds over the latest twelve-month period have fallen short of 

the estimated medium-term trend value of exports. The shortfall in export 

earnings is measured from a norm representing the medium-term trend value, 

~~-~d. from a statistical formula as well as a qualitative judgment. The 

statistical formula attaches a weight of .50 to exports in the shortfall 

year and .25 to each of the two preceding years; the qualitative estimate 

involves a direct forecast of exports for two years ahead. Formerly, the 

statistical and qualitative estimates were given about equal weight in 

determing trend value of exports; currently a somewhat greater weight is 

given to qualitative estimates. But, 11the average level of exports for 

the two years following the shortfall year vul l not be assumed to exceed 

by more than 10 percent the average level experienced in t he preceding t wo 

years ••• nb/ It is precisely because the trend or norm is a moving average 

for five years centered on the current shortfall year as the middle year 

that a rough balancing of shortfalls and surpluses of actual exports with 

respect to trend is expected over a relatively short period of time. 

~a;>oiDll- of Com!><msatocy 'rimmoing_,E;wi~ 
31. It was noted earlier that during the deliberations of the Inter-

governmental Group, a view of Supplementary Finance was put forward in terms 

of possible refinancing of drawings under the Fund Compensatory Financing 

Facility: The different purposes of the two facilities would indicate that 

1/ II Report by the IMF on Compensatory Financing and Export Fluctuations, 
p. 8. 
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any refinancing of Compensatory Financing Facility> while it may be deemed 

desirable in certain instances, could not be an alternative or substitute 

way of dealing with the problem for which Supplementary Finance has been 

proposed. Both at lnJCTAD I and UNCTAD II, there were distinct recommendations 

on Compensatory Financing, and refinancing of Compensatory Finance drawings 

forms part of the content of these resolutions. The Recommendations on 

Supplementary Finance are separate, and are intended to deal with another 

problem. T~Men'6 ef ~ .. Fef3'\!! chase otft±ge:b±eri 4f1Id'e!"' eompenee:~ 

amounts. 

32 . If the resources of the Fund were available to meet export short-

falls as defined in the Supplementary Finance Scheme, it would help to avoid 

the disruption of an agreed development program; then, the amounts drawn in 

the Fund -vmuld likely be much larger and the ability of the country to 

repurchase in 3-5 years much less, as the country would not be expected to 

cut back, if necessary, its development effort to a level making possible 

the fulfillment of a medium- term repurchase obligation to the Fund, Thus, 

it is the mode of determining the shortfall that is critical -- it is not 

a question of techniques, but one of purpose. 

)( ' 1 Commodity Agreements: Elements of: 

- 33. The Commodity Problem is described briefly thus in the joint 

study "The Problem of Stabilization of Prices of Primary Products 11 , Part I, 

by the Staffs of the Fund and the Bank: "The developing countries are 
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heavily dependent on primary products for most of their exports: currently, 

88 percent of their export earnings are derived from primary product sales. 

Furthermore, these exports are concentrated on a narrow range of products: 

almost one-half of these countries depend on one commodity for more than 

50 percent of their total exports and as many as three-quarters derive more 

than 60 percent of their total exports from three primary commodities. As 

a result, the export earnings of the developing countries, with their crucial 

influence on import capacity and development potential, are heavily dependent 

on the prices and trading opportunities prevailing in world commodity markets. 

With limited but important exceptions, these markets have shown two major 

unfavorable characteristics. First, their absorptive capacity has grown 

only slowly, so that increased sales have often been possible only at falling 

prices. Second, these markets have been subject to particularly wide price 

fluctuations, which have themselves sometimes contributed to adverse longer

term price trends. Demand for most primary products is growing relatively 

slowly as a result of both technological developments and changes in consumer 

spending patterns. Moreover, world trade in primary products, and particularly 

in agricultural products, has been held back by the protection given by 

industrial countries to their own primary producers." 

34. The stabilization of prices of commodities through commodity 

arrangements and increased access to the markets of industrial countries 

represent the trade approach for influencing the foreign exchange receipts 

of developing countries. By reducing the amplitude of price fluctuations 

and by seeking to deal with the slow growth of demand for primary commodities, 

they help to improve the level and trend of export earnings. For years the 

need for commodity agreements has been recognized; their aims and essential 

features have been discussed extensively. However, it has been possible 
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to conclude only a few agreements. Access to markets has proved no more 

rapid to improve. 

)< Ill Fund and Bank Group Action in Financing of Stocks (Proposals) 

35. The extensive study of the commodity problem in pursuance of the 

Rio Resolution by the Bank Staff and consideration by the Board in a series 

of Seminars have led to the recognition that: 

(1) The sound economic development of member countries can, under 

certain conditions, be effectively assisted by ieasio~ 

international commodity agreements providing, among other things, 

for the holding of commodity stocks in national or international 

hands; 

(2) that this would be among the guidelines for the World Bank Group 

in appraising economic performance and the needs of member 

countries for development financing; and 

(3) ~nternationalf buffer stocks may, under certain conditions, 

make a useful contribution to a reduction of the amplitude of 

short-term fluctuations in export earnings and thus help to 

promote the sound economic development of member countries. 

While the Fund would (as proposed) use its Compensatory Financing Facility 

to provide short-term credit to member countries to facilitate their parti-

cipation in international buffer stocks under suitable international commodity 

agreements, it would appear that member countries may also need to commit 

resources over a longer period for this purpose. The Bank Group, in con-

sidering its loans or credits to member countries, would (as proposed) take 

into account additional long-term capital requirements arising from countries' 

participation in such buffer stock schemes, while maintaining its customary 

lending standards, and as part of its normal lending operations. 
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36. It is also recognized that the holding of reserve stocks by members 

to prevent abnormal price increases of primary commodities may in some cases 

help improve the longer-term export earnings of developing countries; and, 

similarly, the holding of stocks of certain primary products by member 

countries over medium-to-long term periods, while production is being adjusted 

to demand, may support export earnings of developing countries from such 

products. According to the proposal under consideration, the Bank Group 

the d of countries for external borrow-

considering applications of member countri s 

37. Thus, the complexity of the commodity problem, as well as the 

limitations and framework under which international financial institutions 

function, require that a positive and realistic approach be adopted. We 

may now, appropriately, proceed to consider the relevance of this to 

Supplementary Finance. -)( 1 '{ Commodity Agreements and Supplementary Finance 

I 

\ 

38. As for the relationship between Commodity Agreements and Supple-

mentary Finance, progress in negotiating commodity agreements is likely to 

enable countries to have more accurate expectations of their export prices 

and hence, in part, of their earnings, on the basis of which to formulate 

their development programs. It has been observed in past periods that large 

export shortfalls occur when commodity prices fall. Buffer and other stock 

arrangements help to maintain better price stability. When a developing 

country depends on one or two commodity exports, and a degree of price 

stability is secured, this reduces a main factor of uncertainty in export earnings. 

~ 
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Thus, effective commodity arrangements make for better export projections 

and reduce the cost of Supplementary Finance. This effect would depend on 

the number of commodities subject to agreements and the operative features 

of such agreements, especially in regard to export volume. However, even 

where a commodity agreement is effective, with stock management and other 

features, it is only a price range -- not a fixed price -- that is sought 

to be maintained. And, the other elements of uncertainty also remain. 

More important, however, is that insofar as commodity agreements take con-

siderable time to negotiate and conclude, this effect of creating greater 

certainty of export earnings would be postponed. other important elements 

are that a large number of successful commodity agreements cannot be expected 

to be concluded in the foreseeable future, for reasons fully explained in the 

Commodity Seminars; thus, at most, they would not cover a large part of the 

earnings of many countries from all their exports, so that there would still 

remain the problem for which Supplementary Finance Scheme was designed. 

39. The fact that there is some overlap between the area that may be 

covered by commodity agreements and the area covered by supplementary 

financial measures he~ s~~~~ ~ interpreted to imply that the adoption 

of supplementary financial measures might inhibit efforts to conclude com-

modity agreements. This is not justified for a number of reasons. One 

reason is that primary product exporting LDC's have an advantage in earning 

foreign exchange from their own exports, subject to commodity agreements, 

rather than by obtaining foreign exchange from Supplementary Finance Scheme 

as a loan, even if these loans were to be provided on concessional terms. 

Secondly, supplementary financial measures are only concerned with the extent 

to which actual export earnings are close to their expected values, and not 
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with whether the expected earnings are stable or unstable. Finally~ while 

commodity arrangements have a certain impact described above on Supplementary 

Finance~ they have other~ important, objectives: viz. to improve· the trend 

of the export earnings of countries~ especially by regulating international 

trade in particular commodities. 

40. Thus, Compensatory Finance Facility and Supplementary Finance 

Scheme, the former to meet the volatility aspect of export earnings, and 

involving essentially short-term assistance~ and the latter to meet the 

uncertainty aspect and involving essentially long-term assistance, would also 

be needed, however optimistic assumptions are made about the future of 

international commodity agreements. These financial arrangements and commodity 

agreements become complementary to one another and reinforce their effective-

ness mutually, so that development programs of countries can go forward 

uninterrupted by export shortfalls resulting from causes beyond their control 

and to which they cannot adapt by taking domestic measures only without 
("' 
/j/ major setbacks to 



XV. Conclusions and Recommendation 

41. It is not suggested that the World Bank Group at this time give 

its views on all aspects of the proposals made with respect to Supplementary 

Finance. What might be done is for the World Bank Group to indicate its 

attitude on the relation between the commodity problem and Supplementary 

Finance; more particularly, after its review of the commodity problem, 

whether there still remains a need for a Supplementary Finance Scheme . 

The various papers prepared for the Commodity Seminar and the discussions 

held would indicate that the problem of uncertainty to which the Supplementary 

Finance Scheme and suggested amendments thereof are addressed will still 

remain, however optimistic the assumptions which may be made about the 

future of international commodity arrangements. It is assumed that the 

Bank staff would continue to collaborate as it has in the past with the 

deliberations being held under the auspices of UNCTAD, including providing 

the requested information and analysis . In light of this there is appended 

hereto a proposed action which might be taken by the Bank as part of the 

Commodity Study now being done. 



A P P E N D I X 

The World Bank Group has considered the question of whether there 

continues to be a need for Supplementary Finance to meet unexpected 

shortfalls in export earnings, in the light of its discussions and 

recommendations on Commodity Stabilization. The World Bank Group believes 

that the problem of unexpected shortfalls will remain for the foreseeable 

future. The World Bank Group notes that the United Nations Trade and 

Development Board is considering a scheme proposed by the World Bank Staff 

and certain other suggestions for dealing with this problem. The World 

Bank Group will continue to collaborate with the United Nations Trade and 

Development Board in its deliberations on this matter. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCIAL MEASURES 

I. Recommendations of UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II -

DRAFT 
N. A. Sarma 
April 3, 1969 

Discussions and Proposals in the Inter-governmental Group 

Recommendation of UNCTAD I 

l. In his statement at UNCTAD I on April 6, 1964, the Head of the 

United Kingdom delegation, the Rt. Ron. Edward Heath commended the stabilization 

of commodity prices and supplementary financial assistance as among the key 

points before the Conference. On supplementary financial assistance he had 

this to say; rrwe recognize that balance-of-payments problems may arise in 

developing countries which call for special measures of assistance. Sharp falls 

in the export earnings of less developed countries, such as have occurred from 

time to time in commodity trade, can be disruptive of development. The Inter-

national Monetary Fund offers certain facilities to meet the short-term effect 

of such falls. However, there is a risk that development may be disrupted 

as a result of longer term adverse movements in export receipts. In the 

distribution of the aid which we in the developed countries make available, 

whether bilateral or multilateral, we should perhaps take more account of these 

risks." 

2. Recommendation A.IV.l8 of the Conference on Supplementary Financial 

Measures (Annex A), the result of the initiative taken by the U.K. and Swedish 

delegations, was adopted by 106 votes to none, with ten abstentions (USSR and 

other Socialist Countries). 
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~~~ 
The Recommendation re~uested the Bank to study the feasibility 

of a scheme which "should aim to deal with problems arising from adverse 

movements in export proceeds which prove to be of a nature and duration 

which cannot ade~uately be dealt with by short-term balance of payments 

support", and, if appropriate, to work out such a scheme. An adverse 

movement was defined as a 'shortfall from reasonable expectations'. The 

purpose was "to provide longer-term assistance to developing countries which 

would help them to avoid disruption to their development programs". The 

recommendation was made recognizing that "adverse movements in the export 

proceeds of developing countries can be disruptive of development", and 

noting that "the IMF can make available balance of payments support to help 

meet the short-term effects of shortfalls in export proceeds". Australia, 

while voting in favor of the proposal for studies as to the feasibility of 

supplementary finance, expressed reservations about the desirability of 

financial measures as a means to dealing with long-term shortfalls in export 

receipts. France, while voting in favor of the Recommendation, did not accept 

the principle of ~what they terme~long-term compensation of fluctuations in 

export earnings; in its view, the real solution was in the organization of 

primary produce markets, permitting the maintenance of stable and remunerative 

prices. 

3· The Recommendation represented a consensus to which both developed 

market economy countries and developing countries subscribed. There was 

another draft resolution sponsored by fourteen developing country delegations. 



Recommendation A.IV.l8 incorporates both, as separate parts. It is in response 

to the first part of the Recommendation that the World Bank Staff proposed a 

for Supplementary Finance, to meet the problem of unexpected shortfalls 

~~~~:~~~disruptive of a developing country's development efforts. 

I;f: wa~ti..JMBXf.~to the U.N. in December 1965 as forming "the basis for a 

"-· 
feasible solution to a problem of major importance". Since then, discussion 

'· ~ has been focussed on this in UNCTAD bodies and outside. 

~o~t of the Inter-governmental Group to UNCTAD: II 
y 

4. An Inter-governmental Group on Supplementary Financing was estab-

~v~ lished by the Trade and Development Board in September 1966, to examine the 

~~~ Bank Staff Scheme and to submit a report (with such modifications to the 

r ' Scheme as it might consider appropriate) as a means of achieving the objective 

set out in Part A of Recommendation A.IV.l8 of the first Conference. At its 

third session held from October 30 to November 13, 1967, the Group adopted its 

Report which was forwarded direct to UNCTAD II. 

~?? 5· 
have 

t' 

The General assessment of the Group was as follows: 

~y 
11

A few members 12 
some importance (and wi thou , / stated that, in view of unresolved questions of 

. prejudging the question whether the objectives set out in Recommendation A.IV.l8 
/ 

( 
\ 

should be achieved by a scheme with the characteristics of that of the IBRD staff 

The members of the Group were: Argentina, Brazil, Ceylon, Federal 
Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Japan, Poland, Sweden, U.A.Ro, 
U.K., U.S.A., and Yugoslavia. 

) 
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or in other ways), they are not as yet prepared to take a position. One 

member expressed the view that the Scheme would not be either a timely or 

a genuine solution to the basic problem -- the instability and inadequacy of 

the export proceeds of developing countries -- which in its opinion could 

only be dealt with efficaciously by a system of organization of markets for 

primary products. All other members of the Group believe that, although a 

number of questions, some of them important, require further consideration, 

the objective set out in Part A of the Recommendation can be achieved by a 

scheme with the essential characteristics of the IBRD Staff Scheme." The 

developing countries' members of the Group prepared a joint statement of 

their views, strongly endorsing all the essential elements of the Bank Staff 

Scheme, which was also circulated as a document of UNCTAD II. 

Some Other Suggestions 

~· Certain other proposals for avoiding the dis ption of development 
~ VI-~ ~, 'Co ~~ c~~T?r-0 _..~-

/.Programs are noted J.n~ Reporti\. Each of these proposals is followed by 

,~~~ extensive comments representing the views of most members of the Group who thought 

~·--- that none of these suggestions would adequately meet the objectives of UNCTAD 

Recommendation A.IV.l8 on supplementary financing. 

7· Under one alternative, 

without the need for export projections and any prior understanding on poliey 

matters. Under this suggestion also, however, a country wishing tc avail itself 

consult fairly regularly with the 

As for determining whether 

a decline in exports constituted a shortfall from reasonable expectations, this 
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would be done by the administering agency ex post on the basis of certain 

established guidelines. When a country suffers a serious shortfall in 

export proceeds, the causes of the shortfall are to be examined in a speedy 

manner, and the amount and conditions of financial assistance are to be 

decided, taking into account the need of the country (possible disruption of 

the development program), its general performance and all relevant circumstances, 

as well as the availability of resources for the Agency. There would be close co-

operation between the Agency and the Fund, possibly through a Joint Committee. 

The Joint Committje would receive and consider applications for both Compensatory 

lcFv . ) 
financing and Supplementary financing. ( S P 

A 

8. Another is in terms of refinancing the IMF drawings. ~ 
(/V~ 

r~~tative seemed Tnclined o ~ewpoint. According to ~ suggestion, 

~<1\J~~·~e, at ~request, the economic situation and performance --- .- ~ ~ ~ \... 

of countries that had drawn from the Fund under CFF or had made ordinary draw-

" ings to offset shortfalls of the same general character, so as to ascertain 

whether the country in question was making a reasonably effective effort to 

promote its own economic development. The purpose of assistance under this 

suggestion would be to extend the period of repurchase of Fund drawings if the 

Agency took the view that the obligation to repurchase threatened disruption 

of its development program. The Agency would also be empowered to provide 

assistance should a country's entitlement to draw from the Fund prove smaller 

than the amount of the shortfall. 

tJ'Ju_ 
9· The third is the proposal for organization of markets. Th= ~rench 

representative argued that a purely financial solution to problems arising from 



poor organization of trade relations between industrialized and developing 

.::> 
countries would fail. In his view, an initiative with respect to I 

would delay the work in the Fund and Bank in response to the Rio Resolution 

on Commodity Price Stabilization. 

Administering Agency 

10. The Resolution o~ UNCTAD I o~. envisaged administration o~ the 

Scheme under the IDA, with resources contributed by the major Part I member 

countries of the Association in the form of additional commitments, prescribed 

in advance. The 1965 Bank Staff Study did not address itself to the questio 

of Administering Agency; throughout the reference was only to the Agency /In 
Y'\1\--/J ~ dL# ~ ~- 7 ,~ 

the proposal put forward by ~-~epresenta~iv~ of the~l Ru~f Qermany, 

administration was to be entrusted to one of the existing institutions with 

wide experience and authority, pre~erably IBRD/ID~ There was general 

agreement in@ that the IBRD Group would be the most appropriate ~or the 

administratio~~e../4n~, arl!ltrlft qaesi;i~~ e6J ~' 
to ~ what extent can the Bank Sta~~ Scheme be implemented by the Bank 

and IDA within their existing Articles of Agreement, if the Executive Directors 

so agreed and if the necessary funds vrere made available. 

Resolution fof on the Subject 

11. UNCTAD II adopted ~esolution on Supplementary Financial Measures 

~ by 70 votes to none, with 8 abstentions (Socialist Countries) (Annex B). As 

~ recorded in the Report o~ the Second Conference, all representatives o~ LDC's 
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in discussions in ~ on this subject 

emphasized the need for a S.F. scheme, and many called for early estab-

lishment of a scheme on the lines of the Bank Staff Study. The repre-

sentatives of some developed market economy countries also supported the 

major~~y assessment of the Inter-governmental Group. Representatives of 
~q . 
~~r developed market economy countries, however, had reservat~ons 

about the Bank Staff proposal; some of them :f:elt that implementation of 

supplementary finance might detract from efforts to establish commodity 

stabilization agreements. Several references were made to the Bank and 

Fund studies in progress pursuant to the Resolution by the Boards of 

Governors of these institutions on stabilization of primary commodity 

prices. 

12. The Resolution on Supplementary Financial Measures adopted at 

UNCTAD II reaffirmsthe objective of the proposal for Supplementary Financial 

Measures set out in A.IV.l8 of the First Conference; it states that any 

scheme devised to meet this need should "provide reasonable assurance of 

help to protect a country's development plan or program against the 

effects of export shortfalls II It was decided to continue the Inter-

governmental Group, suitably expanded, and the Group is requested to attempt 

~ to resolve certain outstanding issues enumerated in the Resolution. Denmark, 

~ speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, recalled that they had come to 

v,- ~~~' the Conference with the hope that the principles elaborated in the Bank Staff 

~r· Scheme and the IGG Report would be accepted; they would do everything possible 

it. • .. - , #<, 
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in the future work of the Inter-governmental Group to make this a reality. 

4. 
The deep disappointment of the developing countries at lack of definitive 

progress with respect to S.F. at the Conference was expressed by Brazil and 

Ceylon, on behalf of the Group o~ 

Present Status of Discussions 
y 

13. The expanded Inter-governmental Group has 26 members. The 

fourth session - first one of the expanded group - was held in Geneva from 

October 21 - 25, 1968, and was intended to be preparatory for the next 

session to be held during June 23 - July 4, 1969. The next session is 

likely to conclude the work of the Group, and the final Report of the Group 

would be considered by the Trade and Development Board at its ninth session 

during August 26 - September 12, 1969. The Group has requested the UNCTAD 

Secretariat, the Bank Staff, and the Fund Staff to furnish additional material 

and advice. 
n ( ) 

{14.\. 

1

: t ·l. cal coimrnn tehntesd.-:~_, Yseusosmseion0fs in the Inter-governmental Group, and at UNCTAD II, . ~-
"' cr: ~v the main donor countries R«~e feeaeaed sa ~ge 

I ' \ ~y of the Scheme put forward by the Bank Staff. Sf!ea;ificall.Y, i~ . wa ~ 
''. \ ~ \

1 

tarhgue ed hat the policy understandings were likely to involve duplication with 

~ work of other agencies and might raise difficulties for recipient countries 

if Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Italy (Spain in 1969), 
Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, United 
Arab Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia. 
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of a political kind; that export projections for as long as 4 to 6 years 

could not be made with reliability and could not form the basis for financial 

claims; that the cost estimates were not precise and seemed to envisage 

open-ended commitments for contributing countries; that there was no 

provision for adequate coordination with the Fund's~ There is a1so the 

important question of how Supplementary Finance fits into an overall or 

integrated approach with respect to the commodity problem, and the overlap, 

if any, between commodity price stabilization efforts and supplementary 

~-
L fin~ce. These matters are dealt with in the following ~of this 

II. Main Features of Bank Staff Proposal 

Assurance of Prompt Assistance 

15. The Bank Staff Study proceeds on the premise that it is necessary 

to provide countries, already short of foreign exchange because of their 

efforts to speed up the process of development, with a ready source of long

term assistance to enable them to maintai~~~ i evelopment programs in the 

face of unforeseen adverse export movements that are beyond their control. 

It is important under the Bank Staff Scheme that the development programs and 

policies be internationally discussed and supported. Thus, the Scheme seeks 

to assure prompt assistance - assistance that would be supplementary to and 

not a substitute for already existing forms of aid. While there is no 

implication that there should be binding commitments with respect to basic 

development assistance over a period, it is to be expected that the careful 



.. 

examination 

flows of development capital. 

16. In order to avail itself of such insurance, a country would have 

to enter into an initial understanding with the administering agency as to 

what might be regarded as reasonable expectations for exports during a 

period covered by the country's development program and as to certain key 

aspects of its development program and policies. The Agency would be re-

viewing the performance of the country periodically, to judge whether the 42, J-
( ~ country's performance is satisfactory enough for it to be eligible for 

~'-If 
17--~V~,t.~. assistance from the Scheme. 

~~ export earnings, as specified in an agreed export projection, occurring in 

A shortfall from reasonable expectations of 

a country which has been following the policy understanding can be assumed to 

be beyond its control. This obviates a time-consuming study of the causes 

and consequences of such shortfall at the time it occurs. Thus, the Scheme 

would be a means of providing speedy assistance at the time of need, without being 

an automatic one. ~he Scheme does ~at with the p~blem of uncertainty 
~ J.-9Q.,.¥A c a, ~ 

arising out of unexpected export shortfall:;, On? sh• II i ~!!:lee a clear distinction 

between~~certainty and automaticity. 

Policy Understanding 

17. With respect to the scope of policy understandings, and the 

frequency of consultations, it was noted in the Study: nThe precise nature 

and degree of detail of such an understanding would vary considerably as among 

countries. Continuing contact would be maintained, moreover, between the 



~~~~A-7; 
- ll -

&;.-2j!- j!.J -;ct:. 7 ~-.b./if 
.~-~ ~ ~~r--7 

[> ~ 7.,;,.--c~ f ~ ,__;1 d..-<-.,-<. ~."3 
administering agency and the country throughout the plan period in order t 7 ~~~ 
provide the basis for an assessment of the extent to which the agreed crit ria~~ 

of performance were currently being fulfilled or needed adjustment in the -~~ 
r -

The
1 1 

policy package j{~erl!ii~ee 1.. \t::= light of changing circumstances". 

yt:l~ f'o _,operate . ;f.t would have to be in broad macro-economic terms, ·~ 
L #--~~.~ 

including .£h particular about export earnings, public and private investment, 
1 '-A..... <-t .,/'-\."·'- -~ r ~~ -

and domestic savings; ~ implementation .eould be left to orking...r.eJ:ations/ 
I{ .... ~~ 

between a conntry and the l}gency. ~e policy nnderstandin~ be confined 
·kc.~·~ 

to the export sector onlyh the factors fecting exports arise 

ied by the Bank Staff 

that, in general, the policy nnderstanding represents what a conntry discusses 

and agrees upon with donor conntries and international institutions about its 

development program vrhen it seeks basic development finance. Available data, 

experience and assessments arising from consortia and consultative group dis-

cussions, the work in the World Bank Group and in the Fund, were to be fully 

utilized. In evaluating the develop~t programs of countries for purposes 
~/ 

of supplementary finance, th~Agency c~ avail itself especially of the 
' "tf--1t:::JJ 71\ 

experience of the World B~¥ffiilarly, the Agency could avail itself of 

the advice of the Fund on matters falling within the field of the Fundrs 

responsibilities . 

18. 

cerned 

A multilateral institution, like the World Bank Group, ~ile con-
7P 

allocation of its~~& ~~sources, has a wider perspective, 

i . e . the improv d performance of a developing country in the mobilization and 

--
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effective use of its resources, domestic and external. Given this broad 

framework of approach, however, there cannot be uniformity for all countries. 

One or another aspect may have to be considered in depth depending on the situ-

ation of a particular country. It may be fiscal matters in one case; in 

another, the working of public enterprises. In a third, it may be the 

foreign exchange mechanism. In considering and evaluating performance, 

flexibility is essential, seeking the crucial or key elements for a given 

country, in a certain situation. No one will argue, for example, that 

monetary or fiscal p~licies can be fixed over time. In any case, not all 
c:;:;::>-r_ ~ -

eve~Qtualities -elftl be ~-~zed at this stage; 
1 

in the light of actual / vv .,.;;{~ 

experienc~ procedures have to evolv Above all, policy understandings~ 

predica ed on and invo: ve mutual cooperation and contacts between a member 

country and the administering agency. A certain confidence in international 

agencies, created and run by governments, is neede ·to enable them to function 

effectively, especially in assessing economic perf rmance. 

~~& v,.k~ ~d~:.J-<.<.J_• 
tae · f ~i:t · cla:Iifications-dur± :tt. d'is~ssi.O'ns, the 19- QD 

developing countries have come to accept by and l the underlying purposes 

of policy understandings and the manner they woul arrived at and implemented, 

whatever their initial misgivings. Thus, for the first time, the need for 

performance evaluation, on the basis of internatifnal consultations, so 

important in the field of development finance and urged so long by the donor 
'-'"~ 1....-vt!lt:..:::t... 

countries, has eeme to be discussed openl~, and a certain approach en 
~-e ~.J... /;. 

formulated to which the LDC's themselves are willin o subscribe. Tfi~a 

{ lrt1 k/filf J ~-.l07 
\} -----
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~~H>~sie s to the wider area of ~ternal de-velopment 

aidl flqw~. The conclusion of the Inter-governmental Group on Policy 
j 

Understanding expresses general agreement "that a policy understanding 

should be part of the Scheme", and "it vras generally agreed that consulta-

tions might be broadly along the lines of those conducted by international 

financial institutions". 

Export Projections 

20. A feature of the Scheme proposed by the Bank Staff is an under-

standing between the administering agency and the country on an export 

projection for a period over which the country has formulated a development 

program. The export projection indicates the amounts of foreign exchange 

which the country may reasonably anticipate earning from its exports in each 

year of this period. The projections are based on informed assumptions re-

garding world trade developments, and on the understanding that certain 

policies would be followed . 
1 

1 In considering the need for export projections, it is useful to 

go back to Recommendation A. IV . l8 : _. that the scheme should aim to deal with 

problems arising from "adverse movements in export proceeds" so as to avoid 

the disruption of development programs; an adverse movement should be regarded 

as a shortfall from reasonable expectations of the level of export proceeds . 

Note 1 to the Resolution further suggested that ut the extent these (i . e. reason-

able expectations) could be prescribed in advance they could be taken account 

of by developing countries for planning purposes'~ t he essential point is that __, 
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--k/~ 
the~~eso~u~ion is concerned-with defense of a development program 

from deviations in earnings from anticipated exports on the basis of which 

the program had been formulated.--- v-, ~~/7/ ... -~f-c!vA~~ ---··__.. 
4~.-v/ ~z,v/A <L t:~J C,c~/ J~ Pa-:.-~' 

21. Such projections, together >fith other items affecting foreign 

exchange availability, would be required by developing countries, irrespective 

of supplementary finance, in order to judge the feasibility of their development 

programs. Export projections are built into development programs in two ways : 

the development program contains commitments to certain policy actions on which 

the projections are based, especially in export policies; the development program 

in turn is based on the export projection and is tested for financial feasibility 

on the ba~is of antic~p~export earnings and other sources of development 
.& - vJ.....,t.~ 

finance . ~s 1z~ feasible to formulate development programs without export 

projections - how does one plan without some expectation with regard to re-

sources available? 

22 . In suggesting a five -year projection period, to coincide with the 

normal length of a development plan, limitations of available techniques of 

projection over that long a period were recognized. However, today countries 

are accustomed to making export projections to provide a basis on which invest-

ment programs can be built . The Bank Staffrs considerable experience in this 

field suggests that such five-year projections are feasible. The quality of 

~ , projections can, of course, be improved by sharpening analytical tools and 

~·', strengthening the basis for technical judgments, and this is being attempted 

~ in the Wor1d Bank in any case. However, whatever the improvement in projection 

~ 



techniques, this would not eliminate the problem of unexpected shortfalls ;;;;s 
~ cl 

because unpredictable changes in a country's export situation and in the 

~ ~ ~ world economy vrill continue to take place. t~ 

. ~~ , · ~rcJ 
Th- J:-s \the questio~ relating to the revision of export projections~ 

during the period of the plan./\~~~ent revisions would reduce the aost of ~ 

23. 

~ ./ the scheme; but such revision unrelat~~ to a revision of the development 

program would vitiate the purpose of the"-~~ The viewpoint in the Bank 

Staff Study is that during the operation of a development plan, the underlying 

export projection should not be subject to revision except when changed 

, conditions justify a major readjustment of the investment pattern and of the 
/ 

\ .. 

development strategy, because investment calculations must be based on export 

projections. ~fuether or not such a major readjustment is required would be 

~~ 
determined in consultations between the Agency and the country concerned. 

Revisions in export projections would be made when the development program 

-- ~~ 
itself has to be reformulated due to circumstances other than an export shortf~~~ ~ 

such as a serious gap in development aid, fundamental change in export prospects, i. 
I r F\ 

etc. l:Further, in praati~~ a rough mid-term review of the development program \ ~~ 

might be appropriate; this would also make it possible to review export pro- ~ 

jections as well as increase their reliability. f 

Cost Estimates 

24. Given an agreed projection of export proceeds on which the country's 

development program is based, the financial assistance which a country can 

expect from the of an export shortfall may be determined 

~ - \~ 

~~ 
~)-r 
~ 
~ 

·~ 
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by comparing the actual exports with the projected exports. The idea is 

put forward in the Scheme that such financial assistance should be related 

to the amount of shortfalls -- the amounts by which actual exports fall 

short of projected exports in particular years -- net of 'toverages", i.e. the 

amounts by which actual exports exceed projected exports in other years within 

the same planning period. 

25. In the Bank Staff Study, a simulation exercise was carried out, 

comparing merchandise export projections for individual countries made by 

the Bank Staff for various periods with the actual export earnings of the 

same countries in the corresponding years. 'Global' gross shortfalls were 

based on statistics for 14 countries from 1957 to 1963 and for 18 countries 

from 1959 to 1963. Aggregated average shortfalls from these two groups were 

expanded, by appropriate factors, so as to approximate average yearly esti

mates for all developing countries. These estimates indicated that the gross 

aggregate shortfalls of the developing countries could have amounted to between 

$1 billion and $2 billion per year. For convenience, instead of a wide range 

of figures, the Study adopted a single estimate, of $1.6 billion per year, 

which was approximately at the midpoint of the range and corresponded most 

nearly to the experience of the larger, eighteen-country sample, in the most 

recent period (1959-63) for which data were available. 

26. After crediting both overages and drawings under the IMF's Compensatory 

Financing Facility, the global net shortfall was placed at $1.2 billion per year. 

(The range was $900-1500 mn.) From this, several other adjustments were made 

to arrive at an estimate that would indicate the financing requirements of the 
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Agency. They were the number of developing countries likely to utilize the 

Scheme in the initial years, the likely improvement in the methodology and 

use of export projections as compared to the periods of the simulation 

exercise, the extent to which the developing countries would be expected to 

meet shortfalls on their own and, finally, the possible contribution to meet 

export shortfalls from sources of finance other than the IMF Compensatory 

Facility. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, a developing country is 

expected to meet the problem of an unexpected export shortfall to some extent 

with its own means, which include the use of some part of its foreign exchange 

reserves and internal adjustments involving a reduction in demand for foreign 

exchange. It is understood that these measures could be undertaken in a number 

of cases vTi thout disrupting the development effort in which the country was 

engaged. Although the extent to which each individual country could do so would 

vary from case to case, an attempt was made to assess the probable order of magni-

tude of the effort which might be considered reasonable vrhen all developing 

countries are grouped together. 

in any exact way. 

' 
~ 

problem,) it~ not 

On the other hand, to possible 

~t,~ven 
to ~uantify these fa~rs 

the nature of the 

estimate even the rough order of magnitude of the amount of resources needed 

to run the Agency during an initial period, it~ necessary to attribute some 

orders of magnitude to the different factors mentioned above. On this basis, 
r 

it was estimated that ~'I:.. ~- -{:fiese_.factors.__ into account would be J 
Wr"~he n-et shortfalTs of $\.~ i(_yl:if;m.-tp an annual average of $300 - $400 

million for the initial five years, which would have to be covered by the 

Ei;>em:e Agency - 3 ,-_L.,...::.-i:_, {J rl.e -? r-~--<> 
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U-1-o ~v-eJZ M/ /£ 
~J ~~~u~-f&A_;Jt;:_ ~ 
'-' v(/&. u.-~f.(l t-, 1t7r-;-~ n 
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~~ ~~~ . 

t.- '-- L ~ / ______. 

28. I~ssar"y tJ() emphasiz~~ne in the Study, that l 
the quantification of financial requirements and of t he various factors 

..,.vC ~ , t/1.1<--
involved k5 rough; no precise calculations ~e possible because the Scheme ~ 

/----
~eals wi h the uncertain and the unpredictable. It may happen that, in 

the event, the actual needs for any year may prove to be either larger or 

smaller than e'Stimated. Therefore, the estimate given in the Study cannot 

be taken as referring to the needs in eac~year, but as the annual average 

over an initial experimental period of five years, which corresponds to 

the normal duration of deve~opment programs . The cost estimate was only 

an order of magnitude derived from certain available data for a particular 

past period with such special features as might have characterized that 

period.~There is no historical basis for making any precise estimate of 

future costs. The intent was to arrive at an estimate of finance for the 
/ ....__., 

Scheme with which the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate 

successfully in the initial period, for the purposes set out in the Recom-

mendation. 

~-- t~ ~f-~"-"~~ 
conclusion of ~he Inter-governmental Group on costs reads: 

"It was widely agreed that the estimate of $300-$400 million per year of 

the World Bank Staff provided the basis for arriving at a figure with which 

the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate successfully in the initial 

period." During the discussions in the Group, it clearly emerged that a scheme 

of this kind coul~ open-ended. It had to envisage a fixed fund that 

~onsidered ade~~ate and reas nable, and, therefore, the possibility of 

rationing has to be kept in mind. 



/ 

30. The Bank Staff have now exami ned the cost estimates again, taking 

into account also available data for more recent years, i.e. up to 1967, as 

requested by th~. ~data relate to 13 countries for the periods 1957-61 

an~l961- 67; 17 countries for the periods 1959-61 and 1961-67; and 24 countries 

for 1961-&[. The range of (global) gross and net shortfalls derived from all 
/' ~ 

~ sets of data turns out to be wider than in the Bank Staff Study ~e 
/ J:e--~<1 v_,.-1~/1/ /?.._ -

explanat~ ~ies mainl7 ±n- the much longer period (11 years) for which data are 

available,~co side~ariation in circumstances prevailing during 

dff~~~sub-per~ The weighted average of total gross shortfalls works 

out to $900 ron. (weighted'av. rage for 1961-67) - $2200 ron. (weighted average 

for 1957-61). From this range, we ~ive an average estimate for the entire 

period of $1.4 bn. fo gross shortfalls. Adjusting for CFF transactions and 

overages, total et shortfalls are placed at an average of $850 ron. for the 

other ilateral aid) sources for this purpose, better projections, and non-

p ticipation and non-qualifying on performance considerations of some~o " trie~-- 7 
,<")~~~~/'--'- ' ~ ~ 

~the financial requirements may "Se p1 'iced at $250 ron. - 300 fhn .,;-eB-'-~-- afii .s. ?d~_. 

Ja· ~ing ahead, say, to the five years 1971-75, the requir 

seem to increase,'With rising levels of exports ~d with 

by developing countries. On the other hand, with greater accuracy of 

and due to the effect of the cGnclusion and working of co~odity arrangements, 

the requirements would be reduced. For a 5-year period, the~j e total of $1500 ron . 



·. W~~rt~~ 

j ~ 
~G.-"'"~'--'~ 

should be adequate finance for (th7J pu;rpost' As recomm~ded. by ~he IGG~ Iii,. 
~$h~~~ --w~{Uh~ 

fixed fund of t~magnitud~ould be set up (partly in cash contributions 
'""-. 

and the rest as a readily available line of credit), and the Agency entruste 

with the Scheme be asked to manage it within that total for five years. 

III. Relationship between Supplementary Finance and 
Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund 

Purpose and Method 

32. An important question that has eome 

of discussions relates to the relationship of 

Finance to the Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund. 

even out the availability of exchange earnings from exports for a member 

I 
I 

country and thus . assists a eonntry in meeting temporary, reversible, balance 

of payments deficits, on the understanding that the drawings would be repaid 

by the country within an outer limit of 3-5 years; the Fund recommends earlier 

repayment by a country when its export earnings exceed the trend value. The 

burden of adjus~eat js thrown _o~e country itself, so as to be able to re-

purchase within a short period, like 

Supplementary Finance Scheme, on the other hand, 1s intended to ass1st a 

developing country to maintain its development program which might otherwise 

be disrupted by a shortfall of export earnings from reasonable expectations on 

which the development program was based. The proposal for Supplementary Finance 

has been made because countries cannot undertake development programs with a 

' j 

longer .term perspective unless there is some assurance that their export ear~s 

would correspond :~~;t,sonabl~ expectations. In brief, it may be said that~ 

has to do with~~~FS with uncertainty of export earning~ /- ~ 

~'-1~~~ 



of calculating export shortfalls . Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, 

export prospects are considered in the context of a development program and take 

account not only of various objective factors, domestic and external, but also 

the impact of new policy measures . Attempt is made to estimate future export 

eventualities over a planning period of, say, five years, on which a developing 

country can rely in formulating and implementing its development program. The 

shortfall in export earnings is measured from a prior export projection for a 

future period. Under the Compensatory Financing Facility, the Fund meets 

re~uests for drawings by members whose export proceeds over the latest twelve-

month period have fallen short of the estimated medium-term trend value of 

exports . Therefore~e~ expor't~eetioil\; instead, the 

shortfall in export earnings is measured from a norm representing the medium-

term trend value, derived from a statistical formula as well as a ~ualitative 

judgment . The statistical formula attaches a weight of . 50 to exports in the 

shortfall year and . 25 to each of the two preceding years; the ~ualitative 

estimate involves a direct forecast of exports for two years ahead. Formerly, 

the statistical and qualitative estimates were given about e~ual weight in 

determining trend value of exports; currently a somewhat greater weight is 

given to qualitative estimates . But, "the average level of exports for the 

two years following the shortfall year will not be assumed to exceed by more 

than 10 percent the average level experienced in the preceding two years ••• " 

It is precisely because the trend or norm is a moving average for five years 

centered on the current shortfall year as the middle year that a rough balancing 
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of shortfalls and surpluses of actual exports with respect to trend is 

expected over a relatively short period of time. 

Refinancing of C.F . F. 

The different purposes of the two facilities would indicate that 

any refinancing of C. F.F., while it may be deemed desirable in certain 

instances, could not be an alternative or substitute way of dealing with 

the problem for which S.F. has been proposed . Both at UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II, 

there were distinct recommendations on Compensatory Financing, and refinancing 

of C.F. forms part of the content of these resolutions. The Recommendations 

on S.F. are separate, and are intended to deal with another problem. 

~ / 

35· ~urthermore, some refinanc~rig on a short-to-medium term basis is 

possible even under the existin€/ Fund facility, for instance, by an ordinary 
y 

drawing at the time of (compensatory) repurchase. There is also the practical 

consideration that re~inancing of C.F.F. would not be needed to any great 

extent; the (statistical) formula adopted 

for purposes of C.F.F. itself ensures that 

for calc~lating the export shortfall 

com~atory drawings are repurchased 

mostly within the three-to-five year period Any outstanding balances have~ 

j '('L_ "-tV/..1., t>.A;...- (/t£.£, 
to be repurchase~ in~he fifth year The fulfilment of t hl..£ ebligai;io}: fna-.=--~~e~ _ 

//--' ~~~ ~~ .fr~'7n~ 
(fH't1l ye . ay re /• :. t ~ ~n <UJS~- ption of a country 1 s development :eJYgprry ~ 

.}ryl!0-1. ~ ~~ -~ -;1 ----;~ kc:/e..-:7<- .. ~;(r i'""'"y-
f~ng, -- - - ~r a'el.:;;jt;; it ;,.., wo¢ d involve very limited amounts -

the mode of determining the 

1J II Report by the IMF on Compen atory Financing of Export Fluctuations, 
page 27. ---
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shortfall {se ts altered, e-specially if' no weight were given to the shortfall 

year itself, and tf' the Tixed term rule f'or repurchases is dropped in favor 

of _Eepurchases-Ololt. ef expo! L exc-e~sses w:rthout any time limit, that the re-

f~nancin~ need rnay ln'ise-'EO any extent. ___ Again, jn the Benk _.,..."""",_._ _study itself, 

f 

to any short-term 

-additional resources would be needed . 

IV. Commodity Arrangements, Financing of Buffer Stocks, 
and Supplementary Finance 

Commodity Agreements: Elements of: 

36. The Commodity Problem is described briefly thus in the joint 

study "The Problem of Stabilization of' Prices of Primary Products", Part I, 

by the Staffs of the Fund and the Bank: "The developing countries are 

heavily dependent on primary products for most of' their exports: currently, 

88 per cent of their export earnings are derived from primary product sales. 

Furthermore, these exports are concentrated on a narrow range of' products: 

almost one-half of these countries depend on one commodity for more than 

50 per cent of their total exports and as many as three-~uarters derive more 

than 6o per cent of their total exports from three primary commodities. As 

a result, the export earnings of' the developing countries, with their crucial 

influence on import capacity and development potential, are heavily dependent 

on the prices and trading opportunities prevailing in world commodity markets. 

{A__~'--'~~ 4eo.~) 
----------------------------- ---- ----------

I 
I 
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With limited but important exceptions, these markets have shown two major 

unfavorable characteristics. First, their absorptive capacity has grown 

only slowly, so that increased sales have often been possible only at falling 

prices. Second, these markets have been subject to particularly wide price 

fluctuations, which have themselves sometimes contributed to adverse longer-

term price trends. Demand for most primary products is growing relatively 

slowly as a result of both technological developments and changes in consumer 

spending patterns. Moreover, world trade in primary products, and particularly 

in agricultural products, has been held back by the protection given by in-

dustrial countries to their own primary producers." 

37· The stabilization of prices of comm~d~~and 
to the markets of industrial countrie~hrough commodity 

increased access 

-..... 
arrangements) 

represent the trade approach for influencing the foreign exchange receipts 

of developing countries. By reducing the amplitude of price fluctuations 

and by seeking to deal with the slow growth of demand for primary commodities, 

they help to improve the level and trend of export earnings. For years the 

need for commodity agreements has been recognized; their aims and essential 

features have been discussed extensively. However, it has been possible to _ 
~/'.__~~.~ 

conclude only a few agreements. Access to markets has proved no re~~t. 

e ma1n elements -o-f cotiifffi3a:Ity agreements ma;y b/ ted. 

The multilateral contract feature undef which importers and 

orters agree to buy or sell certain agreed quantities; 

the main feature of the International Wheat Agreement; 

(ii) The institution of an international buffer stock, that seeks 

to stabilize prices by buying when the world price falls below 

a certain minimum and by selling when the price rises above a 



I 
certaip maximum; 

Tin Agreement; 
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this is the main feature of the International 

(tii) Expor restriction which provides for limiting exports, when 

needed, to maintain prices at a higher level; logically, this 

requires regulation of production. This is the main feature of 

the International Coffee Agreement . 

The emphasis given to each of these elements differs in different agreements. 

However, price stabili~ation is a principal aim of commodity agreements; 

there is also some effort at stabilizing export volume. 

Price Stabilization and Buffer Stocks 

38. An international buffer stock is a useful device, in some commodity 

agreements and under appropriate safeguards, which can reinforce the effective

ness of export quotas and production controls. A buffer stock management 

attempts to even out fluctuations around a long-term trend; any attempt to 

improve the trend itself involves the regulation of production. No inter

national buffer stock management and financing can be contemplated to sustain 

a continuing over-production; it can only help to facilitate the longer term 

adjustments needed in production by dealing with temporary phases of excess 

production or market shortages . A buffer stock cannot undertake to absorb all 

surpluses, but only up to quota limits, i.e . where a country has not been able 

to sell the quota specified for it. 

As buffer stock operations involve absorbing surpluses or selling 

the commodity for cash, according to where the market price stands in relation 
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to an agreed price range, the buffer stock must have both the commodity and 

cash. While purchases have to be initially at floor prices, and sales at 

maximum prices set, ~uotas themselves nay be variable and purchases and sales 

may be at declining or rising prices. At the same time, a buffer stock should 

have esources adequate to take care of normal swings in supply and demand, 

and to ake an impression on buyers and sellers in the market about the 

managemen 's ability to protect the price range . A buffer stock, as an 

instrument o a commodity agreement, has to be equipped with adequate funds, 

which may ually be raised in various ways such as levies on producers and 

importers of a commodity. Initially for some period, while these resources 

are being built up~ the buffer stock management requires some ade~uate 

finance - what may be termed prefinancing. 

39 · For various reasons connected with the nature of the primary com-

modities and their trading patterns, such finance has proved difficult to 

raise. International financial institutions are, therefore, being approached. 

What these institutions are called upon to consider, then, are not investments 

in stocks on a continuing basis, from which profits may be derived or on which 

losses may be incurred by them, bu~ the provision of loan finance for buffer 

stock managements that may be set up for particular commodities - loans that 

would be repaid as their own resources get built up. It seems important that 

such initial financing has to be contemplated not always for short periods of 

3-5 years but sometimes for somewhat longer terms so as to enable the buffer 

stock to build up its own resources by such means as levies on producers and 

consumers, and through any profits from sales, and repay the agency in convenient 

installments. 
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40 The extensive study of the commodity problem in 

Rio R~solution by the Bank Staff and consideration by the Board in a series 

\. 
of Semih.a.rs have led to the recognition that: 

conditions, e effectively promoted by appropriate international commodity 

agreements pr viding, among other things, for the holding of commodity stocks 

in national or ·nternational hands; 2) (international) buffer stocks may, 

ditions, make a useful contribution to a reduction of the 

of the amplitude at short-term fluctuations and thus help to. promote the 

sound economic development of the member countries. While the Fund is proposing 

to use its Compensatory Financing Facility to provide short-term credit to 

member countries to fa ilitate their participation in international buffer 

stocks under suitable i~ternational commodity agreements, it is not certain 

yet whether the Bank Grou~, in considering its own loans or credits to member 

countries, would take into account additional long-term capital requirements 

due to countries 1 participation in such buffer stock schemes. 

41. It is also recognized that the holding of reserve stocks by members 

to prevent abnormal price increases of primary commodities may in some cases 

help raise the longer-term export earnings of developing co~~tries; and, 

similarly, holding of stocks of certain primary products by member countries 

over medium-to-long term periods, while production is being adjusted to demand, 

may contribute to raising export earnings of developing countries. However, 

as yet, there is no consensus whether the Bank Group should provide assistance 

for the holding of reserve or long-terrft stocks by developing countries. 
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51·~2. Thus, the complexity of the commodity problem, as well as the 

limitations and framework under which z· iernational financial institutions 
C{....1JL-v 

function, require that a positive ~ ealistic approach be adopted. We 

may now, appropriately, proceed to consider the relevance of this to 

Supplementary Finance . 

Commodity Agreements and Supplementary Finance 

43. As for the relationship between Commodity Agreements and Supple-

mentary Finance, progress in negotiating commodity agreements is likely to 

enable countries to have more accurate expectations of their export prices 

and, hence, in part, of their earnings, on the basis of which to formulate 

their development programs. It has been observed in past periods that large 

export shortfalls occur when commodity prices fall . Buffer and other stock 

arrangements help to maintain better price stability . When a developing 

country depends on one or two commodity exports, and a degree of price stability 

is secured, this reduces a main factor of uncertainty in export earnings. Thus, 

effective commodity arrangements make for better export projections and reduce 

the cost of supplementary finance measures . This effect would depend on the 

number of commodities subject to agreements and the operative features of such 

~ agreements, especially in regard to export volume. ~n wlrere a commodity 
I 

agreement is effective, with stock management and other features, it is only 
~ 

a price range - not a fixed price - that is sought to be maintained . ~' ~he 
(,L~ ~w~-~4~ ~ ~.:r 

other elements of uncertain~Ainsofar as commodity agreements 

take considerable tim~egotiate and conclude, this effect would be postponed. 
.. 11 ;- ( 

~ 



if; z/'14 ~ hr-.e$4/-1' ~ ?l~-~ 
7 ~-<-~rr &<-~~"'-~- ~ 

/ 9' ~'---,_L ~ ~¥~ 
Ev~n if a-~umb.e.r.....of cornmodi,ty}agreements ~ success.fully concluded_ ..-J 1/ 
"- <----t!e ~~t(.(~'lfL-.J'n~~v:--/-~ ...... -~ {_ .. ~~ 
o~~od, they 1/'ould not /cover tae

1 
l e ni:r{gs of many countries f¢m _. 

~ '-- ' ·' ~ .-I-,_ ~ 
all their exports so that there would stii:r,:~~ ~o~the Supplementary 

Finance~~~~- ~ · -d...jt-~-f~) 
44. The fact that there is some overlap between the area that may be 

covered by commodity agreements and the area covered by supplementary 

financial measures has sometimes been interpreted to imply that the adoption 

of supplementary financial measures might inhibit efforts to conclude com-

modity agreements. This is not justified for a number of reasons. One 

reason is that primary product exporting LDC's have an advantage in earning 

foreign exchange from their own exports, subject to commodity agreements, 

rather than by obtaining foreign exchange from SFS as a lo~ 
/"' 

vari~us conditions, even if these loans were to be provided on concessional , _...., v --

terms. Secondly, supplementary financial measures are only concerned with 

the extent to which actual export earnings are close to their expected values, 

and not with whether the expected earnings are stable or unstabl~ ~~ 
' ____.. 
~hese expec~~ ough o~. Finally, while com-

modity arrangements have a certain impact described above on SFS, they have 

other, important, objectives: viz. to improve the trend of the export earnings 

of countries, especially by regulating international trade in particular 

commodities. 
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The stabilization of prices and markets for primary commodities 

attempted in a series of commodity agreements covering the main 

, fibers, beverages, vegetable oils, rubber, minerals and metals. 

While has been extensive discussion of the subject since prewar 

everal attempts to conclude agreements have been made, such 

agreements proved possible only in a few cases; effective implementation 

limited. Through the removal of tariff and non-tariff 

obstacles to trade ·n these commodities, the developed countries can enlarge 

the market opportuniti s in their economies for exports of these commodities 

from less developed countries: there has been but limited progress in this 

direction too. Sustained ~ owth of the economies of industrial countries 

would itself maintain ~d inc ease their demand for primary commodities. 

Basically, a measure of discipli e both in the industrial (consuming) 

countries in to their produ~tion of some of these commodities and in 

producing by way of regulat~on of production and export ~uotas, is 

called for if commodity arrangements of~ne kind or another are to prove a prac-

fin 

46. 

The building up of stocks and market operations based on 

be helpful. The complexities involved in production control among 

of countries, as well as the several ~oblems pertaining to the 

been brought out in our own studies of the subject. 

~ ~ ~ensatory finance facility and supplementary financial assistance, 

the former to meet the volatility aspect of export earnings, and involving 

essentially short-term assistance, and the latter to meet the uncertainty aspect 
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ong-term assistance, 

L/~~ 
/~'- __ j!.~----,:-~--W-1 C)~ 

/~~. {__~~~~~ 
would also be neede~~-~ 

-------
and commodity agreements become complementary 

to one another and re· their effectiveness mutually, so that develop-

ment programs of co , 
/ 

falls . In fact, 1 i 
I 

visualize~o~od}ty 

tries c an go forward uninterrupted by export short-

a rather pr~gmatic f amework, over a period, / one can 1 

/ 
for major ities hich the 

/ 

ountries are ap -

export 

essentially reflects the low level of economic 

from the slow growth (and stagnation) of demand 

for rimary commodities over the long run. Only sustained economic growth 

is th,e real a gradual diversification and expansion 

of i;f.heir export and reduces the undue dependence of many of these economies 

~rowth and diversification of exports in turn on one or two 

is predicated the structural imbalances in these economies and 

promotin~pfoductive efficien Diversification can only be partly in the 

agdcul tural 

serious food 

sector itself, espec 

shor~s developing 

toward food prpduction, in view of the 

in s Yeral less developed areas; where possible, 

nt of (non-ferrous) minerals ~~imber resources would help. But, 

\it d certainly be in part through indUstrialization, so as to secure continued 

rovement in export earnings from ~acture~ Thus, the commodity prob1em 

aannot be dealt with apart from or in isolation from the arger, basic, development 

problem. 
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48. Thus viewe~~odity agreements and ~pplementary finance 

proposals may be ~n to be complementary, in ursuance of the same 

objectives tha~erive essen/ially from th requirements of long-term 

economic gr~h. S.F. it elf is more d" ectly related to development 

finance, ;rid requires technical expertise as much in 

the develbpment~ the vommodity field. 

{? /~~ o~.:/ -eq,_ ~ 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCIAL MEASURES 

I. Recommendations of UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II -
Discussions in the Inter-governmental Group 

Recommendation of UNCTAD I 

1. In his statement at UNCTAD I on April 6, 1964, the Head of the 

United Kingdom delegation, the Rt. Hen . Edward Heath commended ten key 

points to the Conference: the stabilization of commodity prices and 

supplementary financial assistance were two among the ten . On supple-

mentary financial assistance he had this to say: 1~e recognize that 

balance- of-payments problems may arise in developing countries which call 

for special measures of assistance. Sharp falls in the export earnings 

of less developed countries, such as have occurred from time to time in 

commodity trade, can be disruptive of development . The International 

Monetary Fund offers certain facilities to meet the short- term effect of 

such falls . •• •• ••••• However, there is a risk that development may be 

disrupted as a result of longer term adverse movements in export receipts. 

In the distribution of the aid which we in the developed countries make 

available, whether bilateral or multilateral, we should perhaps take more 

account of these risks. 11 

2. Recommendation A.IV.l8 of the Conference on Supplementary 

Financial Measures (Annex A), the result of the initiative taken by the 

U.K. and Swedish delegations, was adopted by 106 votes to none, with ten 

abstentions (USSR and other Socialist countries). As~~. Heath noted with 

satisfaction in his statement before the Conference on June 16, 1964, 11 •••• 

all the developed countries with market economies found it possible to 
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accept it 11 • Australia, while voting in favor of the proposal for studies 

as to the feasibility of supplementary finance, expressed reservations 

about the desirability of financial measures as a means to dealing with 

long-term shortfalls in export receipts. France, while voting in favor 

of the Recommendation, did not accept the principle of (what they termed) 

long-term compensation of fluctuations in export earnings; in its view, 

the real solution was in the organization of primary produce markets, 

permitting the maintenance of stable and remunerative prices. 

3. Intensive discussions took place on the matter in the Committee 

and informally among individual delegations, and in the Steering Group 

for the Conference that had been set up to take up major questions at issue. 

The U.K. - Swedish draft was modified, mainly to take note of import prices, 

to clarify 'reasonable expectations', and to invite the IBRD first to study 

the feasibility of the scheme and then, if appropriate, to work out a scheme. 

Tlrls was a concensus to which both developed market economy countries and 

developing countries subscribed. There was another draft resolution spon

sored by fourteen developing country delegations; this was modified, asking 

the UNCTAD continuing machiner-.t to undertake the study of concepts and 

proposals contained therein. Recommendation A.IV.l8 incorporates these 

two (revised) drafts, as separate parts. It is in response to the first 

part of the Recommendation that -~he World Bank Staff proposed a Scheme for 

Supplementary Finance, to meet the problem of una~pected shortfalls that 

are potentially disruptive of a developing country's development efforts. 

It was fortvarded to the U.N. in December 1965 as forming 11the basis for a 

feasible solution to a problem of major importance 11 • Since then, discus

sion has been focussed on this in UNCTAD bodies and outside; Part B of the 

Recommendation has received little attention. 
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4. The Recommendation requested the Bank to study the feasibility 

of a scheme which "should aim to deal with problems arising from adverse 

movements in export proceeds which prove to be of a nature and duration 

which cannot adequately be dealt with by short-term balance of payments 

support 11 • An adverse movement was defined as a 'shortfall from reasonable 

expectations 1 • The purpose was "to provide longer-term assistance to 

developing countries which would help them to avoid disruption to their 

development programs 11 • The recommendation was made recognizing that 

"adverse movements in the export proceeds of developing countries can be 

disruptive of development", and noting that 11the IHF can make available 

balance of payments support to help meet the short-term effects of short-

falls in export proceeds". 

Report of the Inter-governmental Group to UNCTAD II 

s. An Inter-governmental Group on Supplementary Financin~/ was 

established by the Trade and Development Board in September 1966, to 

examine the Ba..11k Staff Scheme and to submit a report ( w'i. th such modifi-

cations to the Scheme as it might consider appropriate) as a means of 

achieving the objective set out in Part A of Recommendation A.IV.l8 of 

the first Conference . At its third session held from October 30 to 

November 13, 1967, the Group adopted its Report which was fo~varded 

direct to UNCTAD II. 

1/ The members of the Group were: Argentina, Brazil, Ceylon, Federal 
Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Japan, Poland, Sweden, U.A.R., 
U.K., U.S . A., and Yugoslavia. 
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6. The general assessment of the Group was as follows: "A few 

members have stated that, in view of unresolved questions of some importance 

(and without prejudging the question whether the objectives set out in 

Recommendation A.IV.l8 should be achieved by a scheme with the characteristics 

of that of the IBRD staff or in other ways), they are not as yet prepared 

to take a position. One member expressed the view that the Scheme would 

not be either a timely or a genuine solution to the basic problem--the 

instability and inadequacy of the export proceeds of developing countries-

which in its opinion could only be dealt with efficaciously by a system of 

organization of markets for primary products. All other members of the 

Group believe that, although a number of questions, some of them important, 

require further consideration, the objective set out in part A of the 

recommendation can be achieved by a scheme with the essential character

istics of the IBRD Staff Scheme." The developing countries' members of 

the Group prepared a joint statement of their views, strongly endorsing 

all the essential elements of the Bank Staff Scheme, v-1hich was also cir

culated as a document of UtJCTAD II. 

7. Certain other proposals for avoiding the disruption of develop-

ment programs are noted in the Report: under one suggested alternative 

the scheme would be operated on an ad hoc basis without the need for export 

projections and any prior understanding on policy matters; another is in 

terms of refinancing the IMF drawings; and a third is the proposal for 

organization of markets. Each of these proposals is followed by extensive 

comments representing the views of most members of the Group who thought 

that none of these suggestions would adequately meet the objectives of the 

UNCTAD Recommendation A.IV.l8 on supplementary financing. 
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Resolution of UNCTAD II on the Subject 

8. UNCTAD II adopted the Resolution on Supplementary Financial 

Measures by 70 votes to none, with 8 abstentions (Socialist countries) 

(Annex B). As recorded in the Report of the Second Conference, all 

representatives of LDC's who participated in discussions in Committee III 

on this subject emphasized the need for a S.F. Scheme, and many called 

for early establishment of a scheme on the lines of the Bank Staff Study. 

The representatives of some developed market economy countries also 

supported the majority assessment of the Inter-governmental Group. 

Representatives of many other developed market economy countries, however, 

had reservations about the Bank Staff proposal; some of them felt that 

implementation of supplementary finance might detract from efforts to 

establish commodity stabilization agreements. Several references were 

made to the Bank and Fund studies in progress pursuant to the Resolution 

by the Boards of Governors of these institutions on stabilization of 

primary commodity prices. 

9. The Resolution on Supplementary Financial Measures adopted at 

UNCTAD II reaffirms the objective of the proposal for Supplementary 

Financial Measures set out in A.IV.l8 of the First Conference; it states 

that any scheme devised to meet this need should "provide reasonable 

assurance of help to protect a country's development plan or program 

against the effects of export shortfalls ••••" It was decided to con

tinue the Inter-governmental Group, suitably expanded, and the Group is 

requested to attempt to resolve certain outstanding issues enumerated in 

the Resolution. The Secretary-General of UNCTAD stated at the Conference 

that, in the high level Contact Group of the Conference, in reply to a 
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query by a LDC representative, three representatives of developed countries 

clearly stated that the Bank Staff Scheme was not superseded or set aside 

by this Resolution . Denmark, speaking on behalf of the Nordic countries, 

recalled that they had come to the Conference with the hope that the prin-

ciples elaborated in the World Bank Staff Scheme and the IOG Report would 

be accepted; they would do everything possible in the future work of the 

Inter-governmental Group to make this a reality. The deep disappointment 

of the developing countries at lack of definitive progress with respect 

to S.F. at the Conference was expressed by Brazil and Ceylon, on behalf 

of the Group of ' 77'. 

Present Status of Discussions 

10. The expanded Inter-governmental Group has 26 members.!/ The 

fourth session - first one of the expanded group - was held in Geneva from 

October 21 - 25, 1968, and was intended to be preparatory for the next 

session to be held during June 23 - July 4, 1969. The next session is 

likely to conclude the work of the Group, and the final Report of the Group 

would be considered by the Trade and Development Board at its ninth session 

during August 26 - September 12, 1969. The Group has requested the UNCTAD 

Secretariat, the Bank Staff, and the Fund Staff to furnish additional 

material and advice . 

11. In the discussions in the Inter-governmental Group, and at 

UNCTAD II, critical comments by some of the main donor countries have 

focussed on the complexity of the scheme put forward by the Bank Staff. 

1/ Afghanistan, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Ceylon, Chad, Chile, 
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Ghana, India, Italy (Spain in 1969), 
Japan, Nigeria, Pakistan, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, United Arab 
Republic, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United 
States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela , Yugoslavia. 
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Specifically, it was argued that the policy understandings were likely 

to involve duplication with the work of other agencies and might raise 

difficulties for recipient countries of a political kind; that export 

projections for as long as 4 to 6 years could not be made with reliability 

and could not be a basis for financial claims; that the cost estimates 

were not precise and seemed to envisage open- ended commitments for con

tributing countries; that there was no provision for adequate coordination 

with the Fund's CFF. There is also the important question of how Supple

mentary Finance fits into an overall or integrated approach with respect 

to the commodity problem, and the overlap, if any, between commodity price 

stabilization efforts and supplementary finance. These matters are dealt 

with in the follo~dng sections of this paper . 
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II. Major Features of Bank Staff Proposal: Objectives and Methods 

Assurance of Prompt Assistance 

12. The Bank Staff Study proceeds on the premise that the UNCTAD 

Recommendation recognizes the need to provide countries, already short of 

foreign exchange because of their efforts to speed up the process of develop

ment, with a ready source of long-term assistance to enable them to maintain 

their development programs in the face of unforeseen adverse export movements 

that are beyond their control and beyond their ability to offset from their 

own reserves or to finance on a short-term repayable basis. It is important 

under the Bank Staff Scheme that the development programs and policies be 

internationally discussed and supported. Thus, the scheme set forth in 

the Bank Staff Study seeks to assure prompt assistance - assistance that 

would be supplementary to and not a substitute for already existing forms 

of aid. At the same time, while there is no implication that there should 

be binding commitments with respect to basic development assistance over 

a period, it is to be expected that the careful examination of development 

programs internationally would facilitate the flows of development capital. 

13. In order to avail itself of such insurance, a country would 

have to enter into an initial understanding with the administering agency 

as to what might be regarded as reasonable expectations for exports during 

a period covered by the country's development program and as to certain 

key aspects of its development program and policies. A purpose of drawing 

up a policy understanding is to have a way of determining whether a short

fall is due to factors beyond the control of a country or not. The Agency 

would be reviewing the performance of the country periodically, to judge 
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whether the country's performance is satisfactory enough for it to be 

eligible for assistance from the Scheme. A shortfall occuring in a coun

try which has been following the policy understanding can be assumed to 

be beyond its control. If these matters are agreed to between the agency 

and the country at the beginning of a planning period, and so long as the 

country adhers to the terms of such an understanding, it can be presumed 

that any shortfall from reasonable expectations of export earnings, as 

specified in the agreed export projection, is one for which the country is 

eligible to receive assistance from the Agency, without a time-consuming 

study of the causes and consequences of such shortfall at the time it occurs. 

Thus, the Scheme would be a means of providing speedy assistance at the 

time of need, without being an automatic one. However, the Scheme does 

deal with the problem of uncertainty arising out of unexpected export short

falls. One should make a clear distinction between greater certainty and 

automaticity. 

Policy Understanding 

14. With respect to the scope of policy understandings, and the 

frequency of consultations, the Study itself noted: "The precise nature 

and degree of detail of such an understanding would vary considerably as 

among countries. Continuing contact would be maintained, moreover, between 

the administering agency and the country throughout the plan period in 

order to provide the basis for an assessment of the extent to which the 

agreed criteria of performance were currently being fulfilled or needed 

adjustment in the light of changing circumstances"· The policy package 

would certainly be not easy to operate. The policy understanding could 

be in broad macro-econontic terms, including in particular about export 
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earnings, public and private investment, and domestic savings; and 

implementation could be left to working relations between a country and 

the agency. Nor can the policy understanding be confined to the export 

sector only; the factors and policies affecting exports arise in all sectors 

of the economy. It was further clarified by the Bank Staff that, in general 

the policy understanding represents what a country discusses with and agrees 

upon with donor countries and international institutions about its develop

ment program when it seeks basic development finance. Available data, 

experience and assessments arising from consortia and consultative group 

discussions, the work in the World Bank Group and in the Fund, were to be 

fully utilized. In evaluating the development programs of countries for 

purposes of supplementary finance, the agency could avail itself especially 

of the experience of the World Bank. Similarly, the agency could avail 

itself of the advice of the Fund on matters falling within the field of 

the Fund's responsibilities. 

15. A multilateral institution, while concerned with the allocation 

of its limited resources, has a wider perspective, i.e. the improved 

performance of a developing country in the mobilization and effective use 

of its resources, domestic and external. Given this broad framework of 

approach, however, there cannot be uniformity for all countries. One or 

another aspect may have to be considered in depth depending on the situ

ation of a particular country. It may be fiscal matters in one case; in 

another, the working of public enterprises. In a third, it may be the 

foreign exchange mechanism. Flexibility is essential, keeping in view the 

crucial or key elements for a given country, in a certain situation. No 

one ~dll argue, for example, that monetary or fiscal policies can be fixed 
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over time. Essentially, policy understandings are predicated on and 

involve mutual cooperation and contacts between a member country and the 

administering agency. A certain confidence in international agencies, 

created and run by governments, is needed to enable them to function 

effectively, especially in assessing economic performance. The control 

of the agency by member countries is a safeguard against excessive inter

vention. 

16. On the basis of such clarifications during discussions, the 

developing countries have come to accept by and large the underlying pur

poses of policy understandings and the manner they would be arrived at 

and implemented, whatever their initial misgivings. In any case, not all 

eventualities can be visualized at this stage; in the light of actual 

experience, procedures have to evolve. Thus, for the first time, the need 

for performance evaluation, on the basis of international consultations, 

so important in the field of development finance and urged so long by the 

donor countries, has come to be discussed openly, and a certain approach 

has been formulated to which the LDC's themselves have been vdlling to 

subscribe. This is a major gain from the S.F. discussions to the wider 

area of external development aid flows. The conclusion of the Inter

governmental Group on Policy Understanding expresses general agreement 

"that a policy understanding should be part of the Scheme 11 •••• "most 

members also agreed that it should include export projections and a 

statement of the country's basic economic policies 11 , and 11it was generally 

agreed that consultations might be broadly along the lines of those con

ducted by international financial institutions "• 
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Export Projections and Shortfalls 

17 . An essential feature of the Scheme proposed by the Bank Staff 

is an understanding between the administering agency and the country on 

an export projection for a period over which the country has formulated 

a development program. The export projection indicates the amounts of 

foreign exchange which the country may reasonably anticipate earning from 

its exports in each year of this period. The projections are based on 

informed assumptions regarding world trade developments, and on the under-

standing that certain policies would be followed . Such projections, 

together w~th other items affecting foreign exchange availability, would 

be required by developing countries irrespective of the existence of 

supplementary finance, in order to judge the feasibility of their develop-

ment programs . Export projections are built into development programs 

in two ways: the development program contains commitments to certain 

policy actions on which the projections are based, especially in export 

policies; the development program in turn is based on the export projec-

tion and is tested for financial feasibility on the basis of anticipated 

export earnings and other sources of development finance . Is it feasible 

to formulate development programs without export projections - how does 

one plan without some expectation with regard to resources available? 

Agreement on export projections between the country and the Agency would 

' 
reflect the financial viability of the development program in terms of 

internal and external resources, i . e . from the point of view of avail-

ability of adequate domestic savings and foreign exchange . 
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18. In considering why an export projection is essential to the 

operation of a Supplementary Finance Scheme, it is useful to go back to 

Recommendation A.IV.l8 in response to which the Bank Staff Scheme is 

proposed. The resolution suggested that the scheme should aim to deal 

with problems arising from "adverse movements in export proceeds" so as 

to avoid the disruption of development programs. An adverse movement, 

it was suggested in the Resolution, should be regarded as a shortfall 

from reasonable expectations of the level of export proceeds. Note 1 to 

the Resolution further suggested that "to the extent these (i.e. reasonable 

expectations) could be prescribed in advance they could be taken account 

of by developing countries for planning purposes". 

19. The essential point is that the UNCTAD Resolution was concerned 

with defense of a development program from deviations in earnings from 

anticipated exports on the basis of which the program had been formulated. 

A key aim of development is often to bring about by deliberate policy 

measures a change in past trends in export performance; deviations from 

anticipated earnings, therefore, cannot be measured from extrapolations of 

past trends but have to be considered in terms of estimates of future 

expectations. Thus, in keeping with the logic of the resolution, reason

able expectations were defined as estimated future export eventualities 

incorporated in an objective export projection within the context of a 

development program. 

20. In suggesting a five-year projection period, to coincide >vith 

the normal length of a development plan, limitations of available techniques 

of projection over that long a period were recognized. However, today 

countries are accustomed to making export projections to provide a basis 
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on which investment programs can be built. The Bank Staff's considerable 

experience in this field suggests that such five-year projections are 

feasible. The quality of projections can, of course, be improved by 

sharpening analytical tools and strengthening the basis for technical 

judgments, and this is being attempted in the World Bank in any case. 

However, whatever the improvement in projection techniques, this would 

not eliminate the problem of unexpected shortfalls because unpredictable 

changes in a country's export situation and in the world economy will 

continue to take place. 

21. There is an important question relating to the revision of 

export projections during the period of the plan. Annual revisions would 

reduce the cost of the scheme; but such revision unrelated to a revision 

of the development program would vitiate the purpose of the scheme. The 

viewpoint in the Bank Staff Study is that during the operation of a develop

ment plan, the underlying export projection should not be subject to revision 

except when changed conditions justify a major readjustment of the invest

ment pattern and of development strategy, because investment calculations 

must be based on export projections. ~hether or not such a major readjust

ment is required would be determined in consultations between the Agency 

and the country concerned. However, in practice, a rough mid-term review 

of the development program might be appropriate; this would also make it 

possible to review export projections as well as increase their reliability. 

In any case, revisions in export projections would be made when the develop

ment program itself has to be reformulated due to circumstances other than 

an export shortfall, such as a serious shortfall in development aid, funda

mental change in export prospects, etc. 
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Cost Estimates 

22. Given an agreed projection of export proceeds on which the 

country's development program is based, the financial assistance which a 

country can expect from the Scheme in the event of an export shortfall may 

be determined by comparing the actual exports with the projected exports. 

The idea is put forward in the Scheme that such financial assistance 

should be related to the amount of shortfalls -- the amounts by which 

actual exports fall short of projected exports in particular years - net 

of "overages 11 , i.e. the amounts by which actual exports exceed projected 

exports in other years within the same planning period. 

23. A simulation exercise was carried out, comparing merchandise 

export projections for individual countries made by the Bank Staff for 

various periods since 1950 with the actual export earnings of the same 

countries in the corresponding years . The observed aggregate gross short

falls for two groups of countries for three different time-periods were 

extrapolated on the basis of the share of the respective samples in the 

export trade of all developing countries. These estimates indicated that 

the gross aggregate shortfalls of the developing countries could have 

amounted to between $l billion and $2 billion per year . For convenience, 

instead of a wide range of figures, the Study adopted a single estimate, 

of $1.6 billion per year, which is approximately at the midpoint of the 

range and corresponds most nearly to the experience of the larger, eighteen

country sample, in the most recent period (1959-63) for which data were 

available. 
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24. After crediting both overages and drawings under the IMF's 

Compensatory Financing Facility, the global net shortfall was placed at 

$1.2 billion per year. From this, several other adjustments were made 

to arrive at an estimate that would indicate the financing requirements 

of the Agency. They were the number of developing countries likely to 

utilize the Scheme in the initial years, the likely improvement in the 

preparation and use of export projections as compared to the periods of 

the simulation exercise, the extent to which the developing countries 

would be expected to meet shortfalls on their own and, finally, the possible 

contribution to meet export shortfalls from sources of finance other than 

the IMF Compensatory Facility. Under the Supplementary Finance Scheme, a 

developing country is expected to meet the problem of an unexpected export 

shortfall to some extent with its own means, which include the use of its 

own reserves and internal adjustments involving a reduction in demand for 

foreign exchange. It is understood that these measures could be under-

taken in a number of cases without disrupting the development effort in 

which the country was engaged. Although the extent to which each individ-

ual country could do so would vary from case to case, an attempt was made 

to assess the probable order of magnitude of the effort which might be 

considered reasonable when all developing countries are grouped together. 

It was clear from the beginning that, given the nature of the problem, it 

was not possible to quantify these factors in any exact way. On the other 

hand, to estimate even the rough order of magnitude of the amount of resources 

needed to run the Agency during an initial period, it was necessary to 

attribute some orders of magnitude to the different factors mentioned above. 
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On this basis, it was estimated that the effect of taking these factors 

into account would be to reduce the net shortfalls of $1.2 billion to an 

annual average of $300 - $400 million for the initial five years, which 

would have to be covered by the Supplementary Finance Agency. 

25. It is necessary to emphasize, as was done in the Study, that 

the quantification of financial requirements and of the various factors 

involved is rough; no precise calculations are possible because the Scheme 

deals with the uncertain and the unpredictable. It may happen that, in 

the event, the actual needs for any year may prove to be either larger or 

smaller than estimated. Therefore, the estimate given in the Study cannot 

be taken as referring to the needs in each year, but as the annual average 

over an initial experimental period of five years, which corresponds to 

the normal duration of development programs. The cost estimate was only 

an order of magnitude derived from certain available data for a particular 

past period with such special features as might have characterized that 

period. There is no historical basis for making any precise estimate of 

future costs. The intent was to arrive at an estimate of finance for the 

Scheme with which the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate 

successfully in the initial period, for purposes set out in the Recommendation. 

26. The conclusion of the Inter-governmental Group on costs reads: 

·~t was widely agreed that the estimate of $300-$400 million per year of 

the World Bank Staff provided the basis for arriving at a figure with 

which the Scheme might reasonably be expected to operate successfully in 

the initial period." During the discussions in the Group, it clearly 

emerged that a scheme of this kind cannot be open- ended. It has to envisage 

a fixed fund that is considered adequate and reasonable, and therefore, the 
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possibility of rationing has to be kept in mind. The Bank Staff are 

currently examining the cost estimates again, taking into account also 

available data for the more recent years since 1963, and these estimates 

should become available by March 1969, to be forwarded to the Group. 
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III. Relationship between Supplementary Finance and 
Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund 

Purpose and Method 

27. An important question that has come up frequently in the course 

of discussions relates to the relationship of the proposal for S.F. to the 

Fund's C.F.F. The Compensatory Financing Facility of the Fund helps to 

even out the availability of exchange earnings from exports for a country 

and thus assists a country in meeting temporary, reversible, balance of 

payments deficits, on the understanding that the drawings would be repaid 

by the member country within an outer limit of 3-5 years; the Fund recom-

mends earlier repayment by a country when its export earnings exceed the 

trend value. The burden of adjustment is thrown on the country itself, so 

as to be able to repurchase within a short period, like in other regular' 

Fund drawings. The Supplementary Finance Scheme, on the other hand, is 

intended to assist a developing country to maintain its development program 

which might otherwise be disrupted by a shortfall of export earnings from 

reasonable expectations on which the development program was based. The 

proposal for Supplementary Finance has been made because countries cannot 

undertake development programs with a longer term perspective unless there 

is some assurance that their export earnings would correspond to reasonable 

expectations. Accordingly, the S.F. assistance should be on terms (maturity 

and interest) corresponding to other types of development assistance to a 

country . In brief, it may be said that CFF has to do with instability, 

and SFS with uncertainty of export earnings . 
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28. The different purposes of the two schemes are reflected in the 

methods of calculating export shortfalls. Under the Supplementary Finance 

Scheme, export prospects are considered in the context of a development pro-

gram and take account not only of various objective factors, domestic and 

external, but also the impact of new policy measures. Attempt is made to 

estimate future export eventualities over a planning period of, say, five 

years, on which a developing country can rely in formulating and implementing 

its development program. For purposes of SFS, the shortfall in export earn-

ings is measured from a prior export projection for a future period. Under 

the Compensatory Financing Facility, the Fund meets requests for drawings 

by members whose export proceeds over the latest twelve-month period have 

fallen short of the estimated medium-term trend value of exports. Therefore, 

CFF does not need a prior export projection; instead, the shortfall in export 

earnings is measured from a norm representing the medium- term trend value, 

derived from a statistical formula as well as a qualitative judgment. The 

statistical formula attaches a weight of .50 to exports in the shortfall year 

and .25 to each of the two preceding years; the qualitative estimate involves 

a direct forecast of exports for two years ahead. Formerly, the statistical 

and qualitative estimates were given about equal weight in determining trend 
currently 

value of exports;/a somewhat greater weight is given to qualitative estimates. 

But, in the CFF formula as now applied, "the average level of exports for 

the two years following the shortfall year will not be assumed to exceed by 

more than 10 percent the average level experienced in the preceding t1-vo 

years •••• 11 It is precisely because the trend or norm is a moving average 

for five years centered on the current shortfall year as the middle year 

that a rough balancing of shortfalls and surpluses of actual exports with 

respect to trend is expected over a relatively short period of time. 
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Refinancing of C.F.F. 

29. The different purposes of the two facilities would indicate that 

any refinancing of C.F.F., while it may be deemed desirable in certain 

instances, could not be an alternative or substitute way of dealing with 

the problemfur which S.F. has been proposed. Both at UNCTAD I and UNCTAD II, 

there were distinct recommendations on Compensatory Financing, and refinan-

cing of C.F. forms part of the content of these resolutions. The Recommenda-

tions on S.F. are separate, and are intended to deal with another problem. 

30. Furthermore, some refinancing on a short-to-medium term basis is 

possible even under the existing Fund facility, for instance, by an ordinary 

drawing at the time of (compensatory)repurchase.!f There is also the prac-

tical consideration that refinancing of C.F.F. would not be needed to any 

great extent; the (statistical) formula adopted for calculating the export 

shortfall for purposes of CoFoFo itself ensures that compensatory drawings 

are repurchased mostly within the three-to-five year period. It is when 

the mode of determining the shortfall gets altered, especially if no weight 

were given to the shortfall year itself, and if the fixed term rule for 

repurchases is dropped in favor of repurchases out of export excesses 

without any time limit, that the refinancing need may arise to any extent. 

Again, in the Bank Staff Study itself, this question of refinancing was 

referred to with reference to any short-term indebtedness that a country 

may incur to meet part of the unexpected export shortfall; and it was sug-

gested that if the S.F. agency were to take up this function also, additional 

resources would be needed. 

1/ II Report by the IMF on Compensatory Financing of Export Fluctuations, 
page 27. 
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IV. Commodity Arrangements, Financing of Buffer Stocks, 
and Supplementary Finance 

Commodity Agreements: Elements of 

31. The Commodity Problem is described briefly thus in the joint 

study "The Problem of Stabilization of Prices of Primary Products", Part I, 

by the Staffs of the Fund and the Bank: "The developing countries are 

heavily dependent on primary products for most of their exports: currently, 

88 per cent of their export earnings are derived from primary product sales. 

Furthermore, these exports are concentrated on a narrow range of products: 

almost one half of these countries depend on one commodity for more than 

)0 per cent of their total exports and as many as three quarters derive more 

than 60 per cent of their total exports from three primary commodities. As 

a result, the export earnings of the developing countries, with their crucial 

influence on import capacity and development potential, are heavily dependent 

on the prices and trading opportunities prevailing in world co~~odity markets. 

With limited but important exceptions, these markets have shown two major 

unfavorable characteristics. First, their absorptive capacity has grown 

only slowly, so that increased sales have often been possible only at falling 

prices. Second, these markets have been subject to particularly wide price 

fluctuations, which have themselves sometimes contributed to adverse longer-

term price trends. Demand for most primary products is grmving relatively 

slowly as a result of both technological developments and changes in con-

sumer spending patterns. Moreover, world trade in primary products, and 

particularly in agricultural products, has been held back by the protection 

given by industrial countries to their own primary producers. 11 
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32. The stabilization of prices of commodities and increased access 

to the markets of industrial countries through commodity arrangements 

represent the trade approach for influencing the foreign exchange receipts 

of developing countries. By reducing the amplitude of price fluctuations 

and by seeking to deal with the slow growth of demand for primary commod

ities, they help to improve the level and trend of export earnings. For 

years the need for commodity agreements has been recognized; their aims 

and essential features have been discussed extensively. However, it has 

been possible to conclude only a few agreements. Access to markets has 

proved no less difficult. Three main elements of commodity agreements may 

be noted: 

(i) The multilateral contract feature under which importers and 

exporters agree to buy or sell certain agreed quantities; 

this is the main feature of the International Wheat Agreement; 

(ii) The institution of an international buffer stock, that seeks 

to stabilize prices by buying when the world price falls below 

a certain minimum and by selling when the price rises above a 

certain maximum; this is the main feature of the International 

Tin Agreement; 

(iii) Export restriction which provides for limiting exports, when 

needed, to maintain prices at a higher level; logically, this 

requires regulation of production. This is the main feature of 

the International Coffee Agreement. 

The emphasis given to each of these elements differs in different agreements. 

However, price stabilization is a principal aim of commodity agreements; 

there is also some effort at stabilizing export volume. 
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Price St~abilization and Buffer Stocks 

33. An international buffer stock is a useful device, in some commodity 

agreements and under appropriate safeguards, which can reinforce the effec

tiveness of sales quotas. Buffer stock management attempts to even out 

fluctuations around a long-term trend; any attempt to improve the trend 

itself involves the regulation of production. No international buffer stock 

management and financing can be contemplated to sustain a continuing over

production; it can only help to facilitate the longer term adjustments needed 

in production by dealing vnth temporary phases of excess production or market 

shortages. A buffer stock cannot undertake to absorb all surpluses, but 

only up to quota limits, i.e. where a country has not been able to sell the 

quota specified for it. A buffer stock, as an instrument of a commodity 

agreement, has to be equipped with adequate funds, which may eventually be 

raised in various ways such as levies on producers and importers of a com

modity. Initially for some period, while these resources are being built 

up, the buffer stock management requires some adequate finance - what may 

be termed prefinancing. For various reasons connected with the nature of 

the primary commodities and their trading patterns, such finance has proved 

difficult to raise. International financial institutions are, therefore, 

being approached. What these institutions are called upon to consider, 

then, are not investments in stocks on a continuing basis, from which profits 

may be derived or on which losses may be incurred by them, but the provision 

of loan finance for buffer stock managements that may be set up for partic

ular commodities - loans that would be repaid as their own resources get 

built up. It seems important that such initial financing has to be contemplated 

not for short periods of 3-5 years but for somewhat longer terms so as to 
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enable the buffer stock to build up its own resources by means of levies 

on producers and consumers, and through any profits from sales, and repay 

the agency in convenient installments. 

34. As buffer stock operations involve absorbing surpluses or selling 

the commodity for cash, according to where the market price stands in 

relation to an agreed price range, the buffer stock must have both the 

commodity and cash. vlliile purchases have to be initially at floor prices, 

and sales at maximum prices set, quotas themselves may be variable and 

purchases and sales may be at declining or rising prices. At the same 

time, a buffer stock should have resources adequate to take care of normal 

svrlngs in supply and demand, and to make an impression on buyers and sellers 

in the market about the management's ability to protect the price range. 

Apart from the more general economic, administrative, and financial ques-

tions involved in any stock management, the particular characteristics of 

production and marketing of each commodity raise specific problems: in 

some agricultural commodities (e.g. jute, sugar, oil seeds) there are often 

wide variations in output and corresponding sw~ngs in prices, unless countered; 

in some instances there is a steady diversion of demand to man-made materials 

that are price competitive (e.g. fibers and rubber); the perishability of a 

commodity (e.g. bananas) rules out any stock building; the time taken in 

increasing or reducing supplies in response to market developments (e.g. 

rubber); the existing preferential market arrangements (e.g. sugar); con

tinuing over-production (e.g. coffee), or relative case of over-production 

developing (e.g. cocoa). Then, there are costs of management. Storage costs 

are likely to be heavy for commodities that have low value per ton. If a 

buffer stock amounting to, say, 25 percent of annual trade - in some in

stances or in certain periods even a higher proportion has to be envisaged -
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is to be maintained, storage costs can assume sizeable proportions . Further,, 

many of the commodities, especially agricultural ones, are subject to 

physical deterioration, which requires the stocks to be turned over periodic

ally, ever~y two years or so; the buffer stock may otherwise suffer more than 

marginal loss due to sales being of poorer quality materials than purchases . 

Under the circumstances, if loans even for the prefinancing purpose are not 

at concessional rates, buffer stock management may prove unduly costly. 

\nth respect to certain commodities like tin, where a few producers have 

the necessary control over production of the commodity in relation to demand, 

it may be possible to have buffer stock financing at conventional or market 

rates . Essentially, the appropriate terms depend on the commodity in ques

tion and would require study in detail . 

35. Taking into account the validity of internati onal buffer stock 

arrangements as a useful control device in commodity agreements, but the 

inability of contracting parties to commodity agreements over the years 

to incorporate this feature except in one or two cases, and the characteristics 

of individual commodities and the cost factors involved, a positive but 

realistic approach has to be envisaged toward the question of buffer stock 

financing . An international agency may stand ready to take care of the buffer 

stock finance needs of a few commodity agreements, after the producing and 

consuming countries have agreed on the other essentials of the agreements 

(especially on questions relating to price range and sales quotas), and after 

examining the question on merits . As experience is gained, the scope of 

financing activities may be extended to other commodities . 
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Commodity Agreements and Supplementary Finance 

36. As for the relationship between Commodity Agreements and Supple

mentary Finance, progress in negotiating commodity agreements is likely to 

enable countries to have more accurate expectations of their export prices 

and, hence, in part, of their earnings, on the basis of which to formulate 

their development programs. When a developing country depends on one or two 

commodity exports, and a degree of price stability is secured, this reduces 

a main factor of uncertainty in export earnings. Thus, effective commodity 

arrangements make for better export projections and reduce the cost of supple

mentary finance measures. This effect would depend on the number of commod

ities subject to agreements and the operative features of such agreements, 

especially in regard to export volume. Also, insofar as commodity agreements 

take considerable time to negotiate and conclude, this effect would be post

poned. Even if a large number of commodity agreements are successfully con

cluded over a period, they are unlikely to cover the total earnings of a 

country from all its exportable commodities (including invisibles) so that 

there would still be need for the approach through SFS. 

37. The fact that there is some overlap between the area that may be 

covered by commodity agreements and the area covered by supplementary finan

cial measures has sometimes been interpreted to imply that the adoption of 

supplementary financial measures might reduce the efforts to conclude com

modity agreements. This is not justified for a number of reasons. One 

reason is that primary product exporting LDC 1s have an advantage in earning 

foreign exchange from their own exports, subject to commodity agreements, 

rather than by obtaining foreign exchange from SFS as a loan, subject to 

various conditions, even if these loans were to be provided on concessional terms. 
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Secondly, supplementary financial measures are only concerned with the 

extent to which actual export earnings are close to their expected values, 

and not with whether the expected earnings are stable or unstable, or 

whether these expected earnings are rising fast enough or not. Finally, while 

commodity arrangements have a certain impact described above on SFS, they have 

other, important, objectives: viz. to improve the trend of the export ear

nings of countries, especially by regulating international trade in particular 

commodities. 
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A Coordinated Approach: a Common Agency 

38. The volatility and uncertainty of export earnings from their 

primary commodity trade has been a main problem faced by developing coun

tries, because of the extent to which these countries depend on primary 

commodities for their exports. This commodity concentration is even more 

severe for a number of individual countries. The stability and growth of 

these exports becomes all important to them, and price stability is an 

essential to this end. The stabilization of prices and markets for primary 

commodities could be attempted in a series of commodity agreements covering 

the main cereals, fibers, beverages, vegetable oils, rubber, minerals and 

metals. While there has been extensive discussion of the subject since 

prewar years, and several attempts to conclude agreements have been made, 

such agreements have proved possible only in a few cases; effective imple

mentation has been even more limited. Through the removal of tariff and 

non-tariff obstacles to trade in these commodities, the developed countries 

can enlarge the market opportunities in their economies for exports of 

these commodities from less developed countries: there has been little 

progress in this direction too. Sustained growth of the economies of 

industrial countries would itself maintain and increase their demand for 

primary commodities. Basically, a measure of discipline both in the 

industrial (consuming) countries in regard to their production of some 

of these commodities and in producing countries by way of regulation of 

production and export quotas, is called for if commodity arrangements of 

one kind or another are to prove a practicable instrument. The building 

up of stocks and market operations based on them would be effective under 

such circumstances. 
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39 . Compensatory finance facility and supplementary financial 

assistance, the former to meet the volatility aspect of export earnings, 

and involving essentially short- term assistance, and the latter to meet 

the uncertainty aspect and involving essentially long-term assistance~ 

would also be needed. These financial arrangements and commodity agreements 

become complementary to one another and reinforce their effectiveness 

mutually~ so that development programs of countries can go forward uninter

rupted by export shortfalls. In fact, in a rather pragmatic framework, one 

can visualize commodity agreements for some major commodities in which the 

developing countries are the chief exporters, and for the rest devise 

appropriate financial arrangements to take care of the levels of total 

export earnings of developing countries. 

40. All these above approaches in substance seek to build on established 

patterns of economic activity; they are needed, but they do not provide the 

enduring solution to the commodity problem of developing countries, for the 

commodity problem essentially reflects their own low level of economic 

development, and arises from the slow growth (and stagnation) of demand for 

many primary commodities over the long run . Only sustained economic growth 

is the real solvent, which results in a gradual diversification and expan

sion of their export trade and reduces the undue dependence of many of these 

economies on one or two commodities . The grolvth and diversification of 

exports in turn is predicated on correcting the structural imbalances in 

these economies and promoting productive efficiency . This diversification 

has to be partly in the agricultural sector itself, especially toward food 

production, in view of the serious food shortages developing in several 
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less developed areas; where possible, the development of (non-ferrous) 

minerals and timber resources would help. But, it should certainly be in 

part through industrialization, so as to secure continued improvement in 

export earnings from manufactures. Thus, the co~~odity problem cannot be 

dealt with apart from or in isolation from the larger, basic, development 

problem. 

41. Thus viewed, commodity agreements and supplementary finance 

proposals may be seen clearly to be complementary, in pursuance of the 

same objectives that derive essentially from the requirements of long-term 

economic growth. The financing of buffer stocks is a related aspect, 

being a helpful control instrument in commodity agreements. It may be 

undertaken by a separate agency or by the agency entrusted with supple

mentary finance; there may be some advantage in entrusting the two to the 

same agency. In fact, a joint subsidiary of the Fund and the Bank may be 

set up as the Agency for CFF, SF and buffer stock financing, and be given 

adequate funds for these various functions. 

42. Such an approach, with a common administrative agency for the 

various facilities, which would be a joint subsidiary of the Fund and Bank 

Group, working closely with these two international financial institutions, 

would have several advantages: 1) When an export shortfall occurs, imme

diate use could be made of CFF, while a view is taken of the need for and 

extent to which S.F. should be utilized; any necessary refinancing of CFF 

would become possible whenever it seemed appropriate; 2) By providing for 

buffer stock financing as a specific function of this Agency, the conclusion 

of commodity agreements by interested countries would be facilitated, and 
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there would be no possibility that the existence of the financial facil

ities would in any way inhibit efforts of countries toward commodity 

stabilization; to the extent Fund and Bank Group resources are available 

through the Agency for buffer stock arrangements, both the organizations 

get directly involved in commodity arrangements and commodity trade of LDC 1s; 

3) In the appraisal of development programs, balance of payments projec

tions, formulation of policy understandings and their implementation, the 

periodic consultations that the Fund and Bank have with the member countries 

and the expertise available with these two organizations, could be utilized 

by ~he Agency without procedural or other difficulties . Administrative and 

other duplication of effort in these respects would be avoided; 4) It 

would enable these organizations to view such facilities as CFF, SF, buffer 

stock arrangements, in the context of the longer- term needs of LDC 1s for 

diversification of their production and exports and sustained economic 

development; thus, instead of piecemeal, uncoor dinated, steps implemented 

by different bodies, there would emerge an integrated approach to the trade 

and development problems of LDC's; 5) Finally, such an administrative 

mechanism would impart greater reality, on a continuing basis, to the 

cooperative relationships between the Fund and Bank. 

N. A. Sarma 

January 15, 1969 



Annex A 

UNCTAD I: Recommendation A.IV.l8: Supplementary Financial Measures 

A 

The Conference, 

Recognizing that adverse movements in the a~port proceeds of developing 

countries can be disruptive of development, and noting that the International 

Honetary Fund(U1F) can make available balance-of-payments support to help 

meet the short-term effects of shortfalls in export proceeds, 

Recommends that the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop

ment be invited to study the feasibility of a scheme with the objective set 

for·jjh in section I below and based on the principles set forth in section II 

below, and, if appropriate, to work out such a scheme. 

I. Objective 

1. The ne~J scheme should aim to deal with problems arising from adverse 

movements in export proceeds which prove to be of a nature or duration 

which cannot adequately be dealth with by short-term balance-of-payments 

support. Its purpose should be to provide longer term assistance to develop

ing countries which would help them to avoid disruption of their develop~ent 

programmes. 

II. Principles 

2. The scheme should be provided -vJi th resources by contributions from 

participating countries, shared between them on an equitable basis. 

3. Developing countries only should be eligible for assistance from 

the scheme; such assistance should be on concessional and flexible terms. 
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4. The scheme should normally be applicable after a developing country 

had had recourse to the International Monetary Fund, under its compensatory 

financing facility, and it had been possible to make a full assessment of 

the nature, duration and implications of any adverse movement in the export 

proceeds of the developing country concerned. 

5. An adverse movement for the purposes of the scheme should be regarded 

as a shortfall from reasonable expectations (see Note 1 below) of the level 

of export proceeds (including, in appropriate cases, invisible exports). 

6. A prima facie case for assistance from the scheme should be established 

by reference to shortfalls from reasonable expecations and to their nature 

and duration (see Note 2). 

?. Once a prima facie case has been established there should be an 

examination, under the International Development Association, of all rele

vant economic circumstances (see Note 3) in order to assess how far assistance 

f rom the scheme would be required and justified in order to help avoid dis

ruption of development programmes. Subject to these points, assistance 

could cover a substantial proportion of a shortfall from reasonable expec

tations. 

8. Resources for the scheme, which would be administered under the Inter-

national Development Association, should be in the form of additional 

comrnitments, prescribed in advance, for contributions to the Association; 

all the major Part I member countries of the Association should contribute. 

NOTES 

Note 1. To the extent that these could be prescribed in advance they could 

be taken account of by developing countries for planning purposes. 

Note 2. The following are offered as illustrative circumstances which might 

constitute a prima facie case for assistance from the scheme to a developing 

country: 
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(i) If, following an IMF drawing in one year under its special 

compensatory financing facility, exports fall significantly 

below reasonable expectations in the second or third year. 

(ii) If, when the D1F drawings were due to be repaid, exports had 

not recovered sufficiently for this to be possible without 

disruption of development. 

(iii) If there were a significant shortfall in exports which the 

IMF adjudged at the outset to be other than of a short-term 

nature and the IMF had decided that it would be inappropriate 

for it to provide temporary balance-of-payments support. 

Note 3. Among other matters, these would include adverse effects from 

significant rises in import prices. 

B 

The Conference also recommends that the continuing machinery recom

mended by this Conference be invited to study and organize further discussion 

of the following concepts and proposals for financing put foniard by the 

delegations of the developing countries at the Conference: 

1. ~at a fund be set up, financed by contributions from developed 

countries, as required, and administered by an appropriate agency of 

the United Nations; 

2. That only developing countries should be eligible to draw from 

the Fund; 

3. That disbursements should be in the form of non-reimbursable 

transfers and/or contingent loans on concessional tenns; 
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4. That the criteria used in deciding upon claims should be as 

objective as possible and should include the following; 

(a) The effect of shortfalls in export earnings and the 

adverse movements in the terms of trade; 

(b) The effect on the country's development programme; 

5. That to complement this longer term approach, facilities be pro

vided for interim financing, when warranted, to assist the developing 

countries concerned while the longer term problem is being assessed. 



Annex B 

UNCTAD II: Resolution 30: Supplementary Financial Measures 

1. The Conference reaffirms the objective of the proposal for Supplementary 

Financial Measures set out in Annex AoiV.l8 to the Final Act of the first 

session of the Conference. This states that 11the new scheme should aim to 

deal with problems arising from adverse movement in export proceeds which 

prove to be of a nature or duration which cannot adequately be dealt with by 

short-term balance-of-payments support. Its purpose should be to provide 

longer term assistance to developing countries which would help them to 

avoid disruption of their development programmes 11 • 

2. Any measures devised to meet this need should, on the basis of appro-

priate criteria, which should, to the extent possible, be objective, provide 

reasonable assurance of help to protect a country's development plan or 

programme against the effects of export shortfalls, to the extent that they 

cannot be met by short-term balance-of-payments support. 

3. The Conference expresses its appreciation of the report prepared by 

the staff of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development; and 

of the reports of the Inter-governmental Group on Supplementary Financing. 

These reports have defined the issues involved and clarified many of them. 

The Conference agrees that further work is required to resolve some out

standing issues. The principal issues are: 

(a) The definition and method of assessment of reasonable expectations; 

(b) The scope, nature and acceptability of the understandings between 

the administering agency and individual participant countries on 

their development programmes and the policies to be adopted in 

order to carry them out; 

(c) The measures to be taken by countries applying for assistance; 
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(d) The relationship between supplementary finance and the IMF 

Compensatory Financing Facility. 

4. A matter requiting additional attention is how to determine in quanti-

tative terms the disruption which has resulted from export shortfalls and 

consequently, what are the financial implications of proposals to meet the 

objectives of part A of recommendation A.IV.lS. 

5. Some of the issues set forth in paragraphs 3 and 4 above would arise 

not only from consideration of the IBRD staff Scheme but from consideration 

of other measures to meet the objectives of part A of recommendation A.IV.l8, 

including those submitted to the Inter-governmental Group. Any additional 

proposals clearly responsive to the recommendation should receive due 

attention, with the aim of working out the most effective measures possible. 

6. The Conference decides: 

(a) To continue in existence the Inter- governmental Group suitably 

expanded; 

(b) To request the Inter- governmental Group to consider and attempt 

to resolve the issues set forth in paragraphs 2 to 5 above; 

(c) In the light of the foregoing considerations to instruct the 

Inter- governmental Group to work out measures for supplementary 

finance; 

(d) To instruct the Inter-governmental Group to report thereon to the 

Trade and Development Board as early as possible, and no later 

than its ninth session; 

(e) To direct the Trade and Development Board to study and take early 

action on the findings of the Inter-governmental Group, taking account 

of any proposals for action in the field of international commodity 
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polciy which may be submitted to the Board of Governors of 

the IBRD and the IMF on the basis of the studies which they 

have requested to be presented to them at their next annual 

meetings; 

(f) To instruct the Chairman of the Inter-governmental Group to 

report on its progress to the seventh session of the Trade and 

Development Board. 
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S.F.S . and Commodities 

Fund deals with temporary balance of payment difficulties it 

provides resources to avoid use of undesired measures of balance of 

payments management in case of difficulties (unwarranted exchange rate 

charges, 

international 

if Compensatory Finance not enough 

of IMF resources available. 

In Development field any unexpected shortfalls can use IMF resources 

if balance of payment difficulties ensue, but adjustment mechanism may 

include cut back of development program . If development involves latter, no 

problem in using IMF -- not appropriate to use. If does, because of nature 

of change or extend debt problem, if try to avoid latter, Fund resources. 

Therefore, need something can be regarded as "special circumstances" 

for IBRD/IDA lending on case by case basis or special fund for purpose. 
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